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Vo-Tech Takes Own Ballot John Chancellor
Vo-Tech students at BSU took
matters into their. own hands last
Monday and voted their opinions
on the on-campus pavilion. The
results ended up the same as those
of polls taken by the student
povernment: most students want a
pavilion , but most do not want to
pay $40 per semester for it.

About 60 per cent of the students
In the Vocational-Technical school
participated In' the ballot. which
was handled from class to class
largely by student senators"Kathy
Russell and Steve Andersen.
Russell said. "The vo-tech students felt they needed to get some
Input. A lot of them knew about
the apen forums Rob (Perez,

Students Turn Tables
on P'resident's Recall
Some opponents of the petition'
distributor. Mary Ann Lebsack.
to recall ASBSU president R Perez
another Towers RA, reported
were angered when It came out.
gathering 100 signatures the first
Now a good deal of them have- day. "There were people I talked
reacted in kind.
to," she said, "who had been
A petition simply stating, •'We
approached as if they were signing
.support Rob Perez at ASBSU
an anti-pavilion petition, and
.Presldent," has been distributed
signed the recall petition."
across the campus since Monday.
Estimates of the number of
on the heels of a petition to put
pro-Perez signatures rangedTl!9SPerez to a recall vote because of
day afternoon from six hundred to
his "misrepresenting"
stand Oil
nearly a thousand. The recall
the multi-purpose .pavilion. "If It
petition had about 1·100to 1200 of
comes down to a vote, we'll know
the required 1700.
there are qUite a. few propie who
The recall of student senatorJoy
are aware of the situation and are
Mclean, according to Initiator
. behind Rob,·' said Ann McDonagh
Chat Hawker, will hinge on the
one of the distributors of the
ASBSU judiciary's Interpretation
pro-Perez sheet, and a resident
of a clause In the constitution
advisor at the Towers dormitory.
",...~II
i h h'
'I f
.: The signature ,drive will hot
UO<ll ng w t
t areca l.o clfficers.
.
.
The constitution states that one'
affect whether the recall vote will
fifth of thestud8lJts, represented
be taken, If.' the recall petition
b h ffl
.
I
gains the required 1700slgnatures ' yt eo cermust s gnln order to
and Is flied.
.
, force a recall. Mclean is one of six
Travis Opdyke, who started the
senators from the school of Arts
recall ~itlon.
said the counter .and Sciences. ,
drive was "a great Idea ... I
Hawker orl,glrially planned' to.
• happen to believe thefi.mctlon 'of
recall ali the ~s·and.
Sciences
anyone In politics is to get out
senators, but after the student
amongst the people_and find out
senate voted for a resolution
what they're thinking." he added.
favoring the pavilion, he and other
"It we 11..'\d 4000 signatures
backers of the petition decided to
between the two petitions," he
drop petitions against all except
observed, "that would be nearly
Mclean, the senate vlce-chalrfour throes as many students as
man. "The senate themselves
voted In the last ASBSU election.
admitted' that they did not know
That would represent some real, ' what, their role was," Hawker
honest-to-god Input from the studsaid,notlng that they had stricken
ents." Opdyke asserted that he
an &mendment to the resolution
considered therecaJl mechanism' that would have stated the resolthe closest thing' to 'ia vote of
utlon ....
~ "In the best Interests of
confidence" that the ASBSU sy&- the students".
tern affords.
The petition has well over the1i)
The pro-Perez petition was starsignatures that would be requlred
ted by student senator Kathy· If McLean represented only a sixth.
Russell and ASBSU vice-president . of the Arts arid Sciencesstudents.
, Steve BoHmer. Russell said she - If the judiciary rules. that each
was "upset" because members of senator represents the entire
the ASB government. had bean
school, ~
said because of
advised to "slttight,
let it blow
academic pressures he will abanover, don't rock the boat."
don the petition. "It didn't seem
No signature counts had been to do WI any good on this pavilion
taken at this Writing, but one
Issue at ~I," he remarked·

Diesel Fumes
Pa~e 2
"RESOLVED: thattlte Students of
Boise State. University endorse the
proposed fee increa~e ... "

Multi-Ethnic Studies
Patz;e'4 .
The Multi-Ethnic Studies Major
became a part· of. Boise State's
curriculum in 1975. Now educators
are meeting with adminisirators to
fmance the new major.

Heal Thyself,
Pa~e 7
People are btling told they are
responsible for their own health
and, consequently. for their. illnesses. Sickness is becoming as
disreputable as poverty was a
ll"neratioc. ago, as personal failure.

Dear Salley
Pa~e 9

"Best Performing
Presiden'
Role."

ASBSy president). presented, but
they couldn't be there because of
class loads."
Last week, the VcrTech
Q).()rdlnatlng Committee. made
up of representatives from a
number of .vo-tech classes, arranged to have a slmliar vote taken
last Thursday. The results, ultimately similar, were rejected by
Andersen because of lack of due
procedure. Andersen and Russell
then set about producing the same
ballot within the bylaws of the
ASB constitution. The valid results
can be presented to the State
Board of education by Perez
Thursday, along with "about 20
testimonies" from individual students both tor and against the
pavilion.
Russell said from her observation, there Is "quite a bit ,of
support" for student government
In vo-tech, but "not much support
for the pavilion," referring to a
petition presentlyclrculatlngwhlch
asks for a recall of Perez because
of his stand on the pavilion.
The final results of tha ballot:
1) Are you In favor of an on-campus
multiple purpose pavilion:

Yes 159
No' 148
2) Are you prepareclto pay a $40
fee Increase to fund the pavillion?
Yes 84'
.
No 223

Day Care'

Funded
Funding has been renewed for
the director arid one teacher at the
Child's Future Day Care center on
University Drive, according to
director Blrgltta Burkhart. CErA
had previously withdrawn the
people n t e nat 0
press that
funds as of October 1.
are perfectly delighted that It
"
Burkharts's position was
worked that way."
re-funded until November 1, .anda
On the Middle East: "I think If
teacher's salary was reinstated
they don't-tle (the summit SQreeuntil the end of December. the
nmt)
in with some resonable
federal money had been wlt~
drawn by CET A because of low . settlement with the Palestinians
on the West Bank of the Jordan,
unemployment In Ada County.
The center has applied for a and some hope that the question of
J6rusalern could be resolved, then
grant for operation after January
;.~the world will get back to where
1979. The ASBSU has subsidized
we .were before Camp David the cooter for Insurance and may
wondering when the next war will
actively raIse funds for Its operabreak out, not wondering If ... "
tion.
On televlslon news coverage:
Child's Future provides day care
"television could be Improved
for children of loW Incoma stuwith more (news) time on the air.
.dents.
Also, I've argued for years for a
regular· prime time public affairs
.position to be scheduled. maybe,
Alternatives Pa~e 11 f'Ner'J wednesday night at nine
o'clock. I say, give me some time
and the funds to dolt, and I think
the people we've got are good
enough to do It well."
On ,working one's way up:
Journalism Is best ' served by
appr'enticeshlp.1 started out as a
•
copy boy, then
a city desk
assistant ••• I made a deal with the
pMtographers. t~1
woUld be
allowed until elghtln the mornlng~
I did that for about nine months,
and at .the end of that.·t1me.·t/leV

•
'ViS"

a-

VIS

Phony in a
.

"Journalism is one of the few
said, "Okay, you'rea reporter ...•
crafts that does benefit directly for
That's a perfectly valid way to
a liberal arts education." said
advance yourself, to try above all
John Chancellor, longtime NBC
to get close to the people who are
news broadcaster who spoke on
prnduclng journalism."
the BSU campus last Friday. He
On public attitudes: "There's a
stressed developing "Ideas. (clear)
lack of corinectlon between our
thinking. a senseof curiosity about
hopesand what we've been given.
the society In which we live. and
in terms of the senior leaders of
... a little knowledge about that
our government ... I think there's
society."
an element In the American public
Chancellor was In Boise for the
that Is disillusioned and to some
25th anniversary· of the KTVB
degree cynical about It. The way to
television station. He had earlier
fix it Is for people to get off their
spoken to the Idaho Press Club
assesand do something about the
and was involved In several promogovernment."
tlonal activities for the station.
On press rights: "If (the courts)
After a few brief remarks.
do succeed in getting parts of first
Chancellor opened the rest of his
amendment rights away - and
45 minutes available to questions
there have been chlppings away from the audience. Among his
I won't suffer much, Walter
remarks:
Cronkite won't suffer much, but I
_
think all kinds of journalists with
, . On the Camp David meeting
less legal resources ... it really can
between Presidents Carter and
make life untenable for them."
Sadat and Prime Minister Begin:
On the taxpayers' revolt: "I
"Jimmy Carter showed that he Is a
think the one possible hopeful
leader and a bringer together of
thing out of California's Proposi- '
people.. I think they may have
tlon 131s that It makes the people
Invented a different
way to do a
who are' elected to office· think
'summit conference
We got no . mor~carefUlly about the feelings
news out of ·It (before the end), of those who elected them. On the
sucurlty was held pretty watl,and
other hand, there's.a considerable
I knowl'mspSaklng for'alpt of dangerto the process when u

II

became

start putting. referenda on the
ballot In all fifty states ••, the
referendum Is a scalpel-like tool
for me government: Wlen.· you
have a stateUke California, where
you-get 15 to 18 referenda on the
ballot, then why go to all that fuss
of electing people to represent you
In 8acramento? Why not do It all
by referendum? ... It would be

chaos."
On coverage of terrorism:
"There are cases when covering
terrorism as fully and accurately
as possible actually helps the
sltuatlOl'l,because It cuts dawn
rulTlOl'8,and a lOt of' other problems ••• I say, don'tcover the poor
nut wt1oEl9 mind has snapped'and
Is hO,ldlllg six psopIehostage ... if
It doesn't haW any wider pOlitical
or soclallmplleatlons. I don't think
it helps' anybody to know about
that.'"
On enlightening oneself about
the world at large: "Don't depend
on any single good reporter •••We
all bring some of Our own background into It; it's all filtered
through aurownpersonalitles,
as
It should be when it's very good."
.' Dr. - John Keiser Introduced
Chancellor as ~'a tM educator" of
the publiC thrOugh Journalism.

Senate Approves Pavilion Resolution
Diane L Barr
.'
The ASBSU Senate came out
stn:Jn9IY in favor of the proposed
multi-purpo5e
pavilion during the
axne of its September Zl meetiog in the Senate Q'Iambers of the
by

Union Building.
Arts & Sciences Senator

Student

Joy
Mi.ean irrtrodOO3d a resolution
that read:
.
'.

.. WHEREAS:
The profXJSed fee
increase for a multiple-purpose
pavilion has been thoroughly studied by the senate, and
WHEREAS:
Student opinion on
the . proposed .fee increase
has
been sought; and
WHEREAS:
The building of a
multiple-purpose
pavilion
will
greatly enhance Boise State Uni-

versity, and
•

WHEREAS:

Thisenhaneemetlt

will ~y

benefit past, present
end future students of 8Qise State
l..Jnivef'Sity;
THEREFORE,
BE
IT
REThat the Student ~
ate of Boise State University
endorse the proposed fee increase
and. recommends that the State
Board oi Education approve the
'"€quest for a fee increase."

SOL VED:'

p------------------------------l!mfI
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AMI) WEA/IE \\f01l\ Ttl
TAKING A LOOK AT!
Wev" e got 011 the
,latest fashions' from'
Annie -HeU to the
Disco looko
,

.--,

Let us odd new
dimensions to your
fallwQfdrobeo

5200 Fairview
In The Mini Mall
Boise

The third proposed amendment
brings the requirements for the

office of ASS treasurer In line with
an amendment that was previously
passed.
The previously affirmed
Debate on the issue was heated
measure changecithe status of the
prior to the final vote. Arts and
treasurer from an elective office to
Sciences senator Jerry Ostermiller
an appointive one.
noted that he had conducted a
Two senate bills were unanirandom survey aroong students In
mously passed with a. roll call
his own classes ..and found .t~t
votes.
senate Bill #2 revised
many students wanted a pavlh~n
Senate Act #8, which deals with
but did not favor an increase In
the creation and structure of the
student
fees to pay f~
the
ASB Programs Board. Specificalconstruction of such a foclhty.
ly, the bill eliminated three of the
Celia GoUld, also of Arts and
board's seven film committees.
Sciences, also registered her reThe International
Film Commitluctance to vote in' favor of a
tee, the Popular and Experimental
focility that many students did not . Film Series Committee,
and the
want to pay for. Ostermiller
and
Publicity Committee were all eli mGould were the lone dissenters in
inated
from
the organizational
the final 12-2vote that passed the
membership.
Kathy Russell and
measure.
All other senate memJ.D. Finley, of Vo-Tech and the
bers registered their approval of
SChool of Business respectively,
the resolution.
were the sponsors of the measure.
This advisory vote of the senate
Both Russell and Finley were also
will be presented to the State
the Senators responsible for SenBoard of Education
during
its
ate Bill #4 which amended Senate
October meeting by ASB PresiAct #18 dealing with the ASBSU
dent Rob Perez. Perez will also
Lobbying
committee.
The bill
present any other facts that he
changes the procedures
for the
thinks critical in influencing
the
'annually
taken lobby poll that
'Board's
final decision
on the
attempts to identify BSU student's
matter.
concerns for that particular year.
The passage of this resolution
Instead of conducting an in-room
was the first formal stand this
survey in specific classes, poll
, questions will be put on the annual
particular issue.
senatelast
hasyear's
taken Senate
on the
pavilion
Homecoming
ballot.
also passed a similar resolution
There was no debate on either
that mirrored this week's Senate
Senate Bill #2 or #4 prior to their
action.
passage.
In other senate action this week,
The Community
News Service
the final votes were taken on three
Constitution
was passed by a
proposed constitutional
amend1242 vote.
The constitution
ments.
All of these passed by
specifically outlined the functions,
unanimous roll call vote and will
goals,
and
limitations
of the
be placed on the 1978 H0mecomUniversity
Arbiter.
which
was
ing ballot for final student ratificaPreviously operating without legistion.
lative directiOn.

The first

proposed amendment
outlines a specific budget procedure to be used during the annual
transition
period that the ASB
goes through each spring.
The
proposed article, In, effect, requires that a budget that will'be in
operation during the subsequent
fiscaJ year, be submitted to the
~BSU
Senate for their approval.
The second amendment deletes
Article III, section-III,
Clause 3,
Paragraph G of the ASBSU Constitution which states:
"He

serve

(The ASB Treasurer)
on the Student

Boord."

shall
Policy

The senate also approved the
first reading of Senate Bills 00 and
#7 ' and referred
them iothe
Legislative
Revision
Committee
and the Academic Affairs Committee, 'respectively.
,
Pal Dempsey and .Chris Unreng
. were appointed
to the Election
Board and Paul Rumsey Will begin
his term
as the new Health'.
Sciences Senator at the October 4
meeting
as Mike Trunnel,
the
fonner senator from that school
tendered his resignation
prior to
the September 'lJ meeting.
The next Senate meeting will be
at 4:00 on Wednesday, October 4
in the Senate Chambers on the
second floor of the Student Union
Building.

Now
Playing

,

FfiNTfiSY

Dancing
Thur-Sat 9:00-1 PM
Serving
Lunches 11:30-2:30- Dinner 5-9
Banquet & Party Facilitie~
-

-

Tue.- todle's Giggle Hour 5:"6:30'

61~'West Idaho
Bronccis Are Number -}
2- TfteUnirmrsity Arbiter"
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Academic
The following corporatlens and schools will have representatives on the
BSU campus during the month of
October to Interview students for
position: Allied Chemical Co., October
10; Riley & Doom, llCQlunting Oct. 11;
Morrison Knudsen, Oct. 1,.,2; K-Mart
Apparel, Oct. 12; Coopers & Lybrand,
accounting, Oct. 17; U.S. Marine
Corps, Oct. 17-20; Northwestern Graduate SChool of Management, Oct. 18;
Amooo Production Co., geophysics, Oct
19; Buroughs Corp., Oct. 19; Touche
Ross & Co., accounting, Oct. 23;
Bucyrml-Erle, Oct. 23; NCR, Oct. 24;
University of Oregon College 01 Business, Oct. 25; Sears, 0<.:. 27; Boise
Cascade Internal AUdlt,f!COOuntlng,
Oct. 30; Arthur Anderson & co.,
llCQluntlng, Oct. 30-31; Timberline
Systems, Oct. 31. For further Information, call the olllce of Career and
Rnanclal Services, 385-1664.

Noticos
lne State Board of Education will
meet Thursday and Friday In Moscow,
Idaho. A vote. on whether to raise
B1udent fees to fund a pavilion on the
BSU campus Is on the Thursday
agenda.
The student senate meets every
Wednesday at 4:00 pm In the Senate
Chambers of the SUB. Students are
Invited .to allend.

by Patrick Cox

Fifteen guest speakm will explain
their tateet research projects when the
Idaho Archeeolaglcal Society holds Its
sixth annual meeting Saturday, Oct. 7
In Boise..,The conference will run from
8:30 ern to 3:30 pm In L1befal Arts
Building room 106 on the Boise. State
Unlveralty campus. Included will be
prosentatlonson the Hatwal excavation
near LewIB10n and an archaeological
survey of Sliver City done by Unlvet1llty
of Idaho professor, Roderick Sprague,
among othet1l. The meeting are open to
the public. Admission chargll$ are $4
for general and. $2 for senior citizens
and 81udents.

HOMECOMING DEADLINEI All organizations should know that the
deadline for nomlnatlonll. for Homeoomlng Queen, Dlstlnqulshed Member
of Administration,
Facully, or Stall,
Mr. Ugly contest, and articles and
pictures for the Homeoomlng Magazine
are due no later than Monday, October
9, 1978. For complete Information on
any of the above, oontact the Stqdent
ActI~ltles Olllce, lIBCOndfloor of the
SUB, 385-1224.
The BSU Judo Club has formod for
1978-79, and If funds are'avalleble, will
attend a tournament In Spokane Oct.
21. Any BSU student who has hod any
Judo experience Is Weloome to Join the
club or attend practices. Practice will be
In the matroorn In the auxIlIary gym 6 to
8 pm Tuesdays and 'Wednesdays, and
extra practices will be a the Boise
Gapltal Judo Club Oojo, 1512 N 10th,
Mondays and Thursdays 7 to 9 pm.
New ollicars .for ·thls year are Randy
Compton, president:" Soott Dobbins,
vlce-presldent;
Richard Lee, secretarytreasurer; Shlela Presley social chalrson; and Oon Davis, advisor.

CAM PUS,
CAPSULE
Oops
Marla Campos spoke at a MECHA
oroanlzatlonal meeting last Mondey on
educational funds available for dependents of aarlculturlu workers available
lhrough tt>e Idaho Migrant Council,
rather than directly through the Department of Labor, as was reported In
last week's Issue.

Organizations
Roy TrubY,Democratlc candldete for
oongress In the first dlatrlct, will be on
campus as the guest of the University
Democrats tonight (Oct. 4) from 5 pm to
9 pm. The next week, the wives of the
governor and lieutenant governor, Lola
Evans and Peg Murphy, will be on
campus. ·Theclub last week entertained
Mike Wetherell, candidate lor Idaho
Attorney General, and Gene Mlgneault, running for state representative. All Interested are Invited to have
dinner with the candldatoo Wednesday
nights In the SUB Dining Hall, second
floor.
The University Democrats· have arranged for a registrar to register voters
for the upoomlng general election
within the next two weeks. Watch the
SI,JB lobby.

Et Cetera

A boo~ wrlttun

by Boise State University English professor, Wayne Chatterton, has just been released as part 01
the Twayne's United State's Authors
serles. The 191-pag~ book Is a crltlcalanalytical look etthe life and \\Tltlng of
Alexander Woolloott. Woolooll revolutionized the field of dramatic criticism
In the 1920's with his work on the New
York TImes. His two books of essays,
"While
Rome Burns" (1934), and
. "Long, Long Ago" (1943), reached the
DeBt-seiler lists.
Chatterton originated the Wootern
Writers Series of pamphlets at Boise
State. His work 'on the frontier and
regional writing oUdllho author, Vardls
Fisher, was the IIrst booklet In that
series. Chetterton Is listed n editions of
oontemporary Authors, Dictionary of
American SChools, and Who's Who In
the West.

library
lines
Rand Is an Independent, nonprollt
organization engaged In scientific research and analysis. II oonducts studloo
In the pUblic Interest supported by the
United States Government, by local and
state governments, by Its own funds
derived Irom earned tees, and by
private sources, Including foundailons.
The work Involves most of the major
disciplines In the physical, social, and
biological sciences, with emphasis on
their application 10 problems of policy
and planning In domestic and foreign
allalrs .'
A special project of Rand oonducted
between 1964-1968 for the Defense
Department oonslsted of approximately
2400 Interviews wltl1 Vietnamese who
were familiar with ectlvltles of the Viet
Cong and the North Vietnamese
Army." The reports are a wealth of
Information concerning Vietnamese
ruralllle; Viet Cong armed forees; and
generally conditions In Vlatnam.
Some of the publications dealing with
this special study Include such tllloo as:
VIet Gong Motivation and MoriIle: II
Pnllmlnary
Report, by J.C. Donel!
RM-450713; Some Observatlom of Vlot
Cong Operatlonl
In tho VIllages, by
W.P. Davison RM-52&712; l11e VIet
Gong In Saigon: Tectlca lit OlJIectlves
During tho Tel Oll_lve,
by V. Pohle
RM-5799. These and many other
diverse publications may be located on
• the 4\11 lloor of the BSU UbraryDocuments Department.

.

John Chancellor gave us 45
minutes last Friday.
If the old
cliche that ,asserts that the truly
wise man knows that hB knows
Qothlng Is true, then John Ch~
cellor is a wise man. Someone
as~ed him what is going to happen
to the dollar. John said, "I don't
know. They give us all this stuff
out of Washington ... the internal
dynamics of exchange and bottoming out in the next'rnonth and Ijust
don't know. That's why I urge you
to take more economics, especially
you journalists, so you can understand these complicated Issues of
inflation and foreign exchange."
Actually I was impressed with.
Chancellor's depth of knOWledge
in almost every other field, but if
he doesn't understand these vitally important economic iSSUes,then
who does-? Well, there are people
that do understand the issues. but
unfortunately
the' people who
know whatto do are not the people
that are in .the position, 'to do
something aboutlt. ..
Not too many yearS ago,· political
economics was offard' as or.e
major, Perhaps bet'...ausepolitical·
science and economics Is too much
to ask one degree to cover, or
perhaps because politicians, and
economists are usually at odds,
the two sciences were separated.
The real difference is that all you
have to do to become a politician Is
to go into polities but you still have
to study to become an economist.
I don't mean to denigrate poll-sci
but how many politicians have
degr~
In political science?
Chancellor's Introduction to his
audience In the Ada Lounge
concerned his college days, He
.. said that if he could ch8nge
anything about his education at
, the University of 11110015, he would
. have taken more economics.
1
don't know If I would agree. It'~
disconcerting to find· out that
Inflation, the falling value of the
dollar on the foreign market and
the long range effects of the.1 %
initiative
are not unknowable,
uncontrollable .myst6fles.
The
economics studentls forcadto deal
with the uncomfortable knowledge
that people who make their living
as policy-makers usually don't
have even the most rudimentary
knowledge of the worklngs·of.o~r
CONTINUED

Legal Aspects of Foster Care, . a
six-week oourse, will be ollered under a
Boise State Unlvet1llty Title XX training
grant beginning October 12. The classls
Is open to anyone Intereated In foster
children or the law as It pertalna to
children In need of protection and youth
rehabilitation. II will be oonducted at
the Siell Development Conter (Old
Armory). 801 Reserve, Boise. Co-facllltators for the course are Carolyn
Murphy, former president of the Foster
Parent Association, and Harry Richardson, Ada County deputy prosecuting
attorney .. Guoot speakers will Include
legislators, attorneys, a judge,' and
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare stall members. Classes are offered
free of charge to partlcipants, and the
grant will pay tuition oosts for those
enrolling In ·tho oourse for one credit
from Boise State. Babysitting expenses
Incurred while attending the class will
be reimbursed. For further Information, oontect Carolyn Murphy, 344-5987
or Susan Lavelle, ,384-3127.
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DISCO

.DANCING***

Nightlife downtownl It's exciting, It's funl
You'll love it Inth~dariceable
disco dresses
of 100% pOlyester .. Shown at left, blousen
style,black
only, Jr. sizes, 34.00. Right, saucy
Diana Van' Fuerstenberg .looklnbiack;
jr. sizes,
34.00. At The Cube.
.
,
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causes. Policy makers, of both
FROM 'PAGE 3
parties, continue to argue wages
economy.
Unfortunately, the
and prices as causes of inflation.
economy, like the physical or
That's like trying to decldewhethmathematical world demands
er babies cause pregnancy or
of finding work was not good. . some scholarship.
pregnancy causes babies. In both
These are justa few forms of a
An Arizona legislator came very
cases, causes are not as obvious as
"minority experience," but any
close to passing a bill legislating
the symptoms.
one of them can be shattering.
the value of pl,the mathematical
autrrn notgolr.g to try to give
Roberto Ceniceros;MECHA
ratio between a straight line and a
you two semesters of economics in
President, expressed concern
circle or something like that. He
one column; if you want to find out
about the lack of funding for the
would have kept the value accurthe real causes of these problems
Multi-Ethnic Major.
He said,
ate to two decimal places only for
then take Chancellor's advice and
"There is quite a large"-Chlcano convenience's sake. That's not
population In Idaho and there is an
reallya very big change, but to take economics or join Omicron
Delta Epsilon, the campus organextremeiy high drop-out rate In
anybody that knows anything
high schools among Chicano stuabout math, the difference Is' ization that d_eaIs with these
dents, and this extends to the
issues.
monumental. Most educated men
University. This is a program that
When J.C. was asked the lnevltleave math to mathematicians, but
could attract and keep Chicanos in
able question, "When will the
for some reason, everyone that can
school, in the sense it would
public'S lack of confidence in the
pull votes seems to think that it
acknowledge an acceptance and
John
makes one
economist. When . administration change?"
un~rstanding of their culture."
answered, "When the public gets
economists tell these folks that
off its ass and does something
their neophyte efforts to legislate
Ceniceros also said students. baabout it."
We are living in
economic trends is like amending
ing graduated as teachers would
Schizoid times: the public dethe
law
of
gravity
or
varnishing
the
benefit from this program. "Demands guaranteed incomes, eterperiodic table, they' tend to take
veloping an insight into cultures
nal job security, more social
offence.
other than their own can be a
security,
better quality services
Three
of
BSU's
economists
got
source of Information In underand public officials, protection
together cryear ago and predicted
standing the problems and heritfrom imported .competltion with
our present 10% inflation rate.
age of other ethnic groups," he
expensive goods, low-cost governThe
administration
predicted
less
pointed out.
ment protected tax supported
than 5%. Politicians constantly
loans, and on top of it all, they
complain about these' 'white towThe Multi-Ethnic Studies prowant to pay less taxes. Sometimes
er academicians" and continue to
gram is directed toward creating
I wonder if God could do all that.
treat the symptoms and ignore the
understanding and. appreciation
for the culturally different In our
society.
It mcorocratee three
major areas:
minority. Group
Problems; Languages, Traditions
and Goals of Ethnic Groups; and
Ethnic PerspectiVes on the Predominant soctety.
CONTINUED

MINORlrlMAJOR NEEDSFONDS
by Kay Doty
course designed. just for this is
The Multi-Ethnic Studies Major 50-230 Introduction to Ethnic
became a part of Boise State Studies (Ethnic Acculturation).
University's curriculum in 1975 Othe:'courses,from
the departwhen passed by the Sta!e Boar~.
ments of History, English,and
It. was not funded at the time and Foreign Language, to name a few,
educators are currentiymeeting
. deal with the arts, languages,
with administration personnel to traditions, philoSophies and the
establish a program for financing problems and cultures of the rest
the new major.
of the worl~'s people.
Dr. Mamie Oliver of the Social The general public has a tendenWork Department said it is lrnpor- cy to think of minorities in terms of
tant for all people to know and race or color but it is a mistake to
understand their own cultures, do this, Dr. Oliver stated "People
and this program will help them do have minority type' experiences at
that. She noted, "It Is much more different times in their lives,
needed for the white students than circumstances produce that," she
the Blacks and Chicanos."
said. The white male is certainly
This program is an Interdisciplinot considered part of a minority
nary course of study that can be a group, but if he is handicapped,
major or a minor in the Bachelor of lacks a college degree, Is over 40
Arts degree program. It is flexible or poor, or lives in the wrong part
and permits the student to place of town, he is, at least for a time,
emphasis on the area or areas of part ota "minority group." Until
major interest. .
recently a single woman who
The majority. of. the courses applied for a credit card was
required for this major have been almost always refused.
If she
-available through other depart- happened tQ be over. forty and
ments, and the one sociology seeking employment, the prospect

Damage caused
by brushing
wet hair.

an
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Any student desiring more information about this major may
contact Dr. Oliver by calling
38q-1568.
Other facuity and
'advisors for the··Multi-Ethnic studies are: Dr. Rolando Bonachea,
History; Mr. Robert Corwin, socl. ology; Dr. Patricia Dorman, Societal Studies; Mr. Mark Hansen,
English; Dr. John Jensen, Education; Dr. {jeorgeJoachims, Foreign Language; Mr Richard Leahy
English; Dr. Patricia Ourada, History; and Dr. Yozo Takeda, Mathematics.·
.
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Excessive
damage caused •
by coloring
and blow-drying.

u~hair.analysis
can save you
ohe
fullof
problems.
With a Redken scientific' hair analysis you
- can actually prevent problems before they start.
And we have all the equipment to do it Right here
in our salon.
. . Here's how it works: We'll do a complete
test Which includes taking photomicrographs of
a few strands of your hair. This will show us (and
you, too) the inside story. The structure of your
hair. What condition it's in. Whether it can stand
colorings and perms. And more.
With these findings we can plan personalized
conditioning treatments, know how to cut and
style your hair so it looks its best And keeps its
looks. Come in and learn the truth about your hair
today.
-

"Especially when 'Zales adds di~onds
for extra sparkle, extra value!"
a. $75 b. $100
Choice of opal and diamond pendants
both in 14 karat yellow gold.
'

-;-@REDKEN~

~

DEE DEEFS HAIR GfACE PLACE
Franklin Shopping Center 345-4482
.MonTtnu Sat.
. Evening Appts. Available

~~~.

Zales and Friends make

Student A~courits-

Welcome
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The Diamond Store

Hillcrest P18za
Shopping Center·
IIlultrlllonl enllrgeil.

AGO,
1977
PLACEMENT*
ESTIMATES

SAVIN
60,000
UNITS

1978
PLACEMENT*
PROJECTIONS

-

-

SAVIN
40,000
UNITS

XEROX

.,

25,000
UNITS

,

XEROX
25,000
UNITS

:

IBM
/<+20QOij

IBM

-

1<-1000)T

~"Source: Dataquest, April 1978 (u.s, only). Net rentals plus sales of Copiers and Copier Duplicators.

You.willdefinitely not find this
chart in Xerox's annual report.
It's a dramatic pietureof'how
Savin has taken the industry by.
storm: we now place more plain paper copiers than Xerox and IBM
combined.
You don't knockoff the leader
by making knock-offs. If Savin
. made copiers that were onlyas good
as Xerox's, we would never have toppled them.
.'
So our copiers aren't dressed-up
versions ofhand-me-downengineer-ing, They're all new, building in
fresh thinking and fresh technology.
That's how we've achieved our
particular blend of performance and reliability;
"
That's how wdve made it to the

top in a tough, competitive industry- It can be done.
even though we started out with all
CALL 376-9800
'
- or send in the coupon.
odds against us.
We also lead because of our
follow-through. Our place is more
than just placing copiers. So we have D 90 South Cofe Road. 801110. Idaho 83705:
I
D
. an 8-year Buyer Protection Plan. No D Please provide additional information on:
BOThe
new
S-year
Continuous
B
one in the industry will stand behind I Maintenance agreement 0700 SeriesCopier.s D
their copiers as long. And why should
6 Name/Title
0
they? They don't have copiers like
Firm
ours to stand behind.
'Ielephone
Weblanket America with 600
sales and servicing outlets. Xerox has IAddress
,
I
L
_
under 100scatteredbranches.
g City
,~________
'State-_,
_
Zip__
__ ~JI :
. And our computerized billing can
give you a complete.rundown on how
much each Savin has been running.
So to all those young, creative
companies out there trying to make a
name for themselves take heart.

~;o-l\lisNoiTHWESicoi\;oRAiio.l
I
I

,Words N08'thwes~Cotpotcadonls an equal opport~tdtyEmployer.
®Savi'! and Savin logotype areTegb"t<;red, tr.aclemarks o,fSa\'in ~u5ines~ ~lach~ne~ COI'.P0rati~n. 'E::'erox isa r~gi5tel'edtradeinark
®IBM IS a registered trademark of International.Rusiness
Machmes Corporation ©1918 Savin Business ~Iachmes Corporation.

of Xerox Corporation.
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Dock in the,'
Last year the U.S. delivered 5000
M-16's, and in 1975 it delivered
three cessna A-37B military aircraft, to the Somoza government.
TIle regimes of.two of America's
Many of the troops which assaulted
gallant antl-<:ommunlstallies have
Leon and Masaya had rece;ved
been busily bringing the benefits of
counterinsurgency training at U.S.
U.S. military technology to tnelr
military installations; and all of the
impoverished people. According
officers had received U.S.trainto the International Bulletin, In
Ing."
Nicaragua, the Somoza DictatorBLESSINGS OF THE FREE
In another story, the Bulletin
ship's National Guard destroyed
ENTERPRISE SYSTEM:
relates the information that on
"Large
parts
of
Leon,
a
university
Several days ago the Statesman
september 8, In Teheran, Iran, the
ran an item reporting that the U.S. city of 100,000 about 55 miles
Shah's troops opened fire on
north
of
Managua...
"
In
an
effort
government is opposing a move to
antl-8hah demonstrtors "killing
to
retake
the
city
from
the
sandlunconditionally ban the use of
hundreds and perhaps even thounapalm in warfare. This is puz- nlsta guerillas last month; the Red
sands."
.
.
Cross
eslimatedthat
over
1000
zling, given the horrifying nature
During the five year period 1973
People
were
killed
and
3000
of the weapon. Having ponderea
through 1977 the Iranian governthe subject, I've come to the wounded In the fighting. The Red , ment purchased over $16 billion
Cross
alsoverified
reports
that
the
following concluslon. the only
worth of military hardward, Inrationale the government could National Guard had' committed
cludhlg"F-14 and F-16 fighters,
many
"atrocities
against
unarmed
'
possibly have is that what's good '
from this country; It's antlcipate,1
civilians."
Furthermore,
tl'le
Bulenough for
U.S. citlzens(agothat the Shah's government will
letin
states
that
over
200
people
nizing death by fire via Pinto
purchase another $2.6 billion
were
killed
In
Masaya,
and
that
rear-enders) .ls good enough. for
worth of arms from the U.S.
government
planes
had
Indiscrimforeigners (agonizing death by fire
during the' current fiscal year.
Inately
fired
rockets
into
the
town.
via U.S. Air Force napalm).
MORIS BLESSINGS OF THE
FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM:

6ENERAL. ~-
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Our-Certified
Diamontologists*

,

.'

A80UT
AJoL

our
MUTlNEER.:l!

.S.S.A.
GONGRESSMAN GORGE:

. A few days ago I received
Congressman ~rge
Hansen's
most recent newsletter In the mall.
Half of the front page was taken
up by a photograph of the smiling
congressman surrounded by various documents, such as the U.S.
Constitution and the Declaration
0: Independence;strangely mlssilng, however, was Hansen's Indictment for campaign financing
violations.
The newsletter revealedthat the
congressman (who's attorney had
arqued beforethesentencingjudge
that Hansenwasmerely "stupid,"
not "evil," following Hansen's
guilty plea) had voted In the
following manner on recent legislation: No, on HR 8410 which
would have increasedpenaitles for
employers who Illegally fire employeesfor union activities (a very
common practice), and which

:f
-.

<, ~
"" j

.J

say, ..

UDon't choose
your diamond
by size clone"

would have made it more difficult '
for employers to delay representational elections ,called Dy the
National Labor Relations Board'
the congressman, a true human~
Itaria'1 at heart, also voted to
starve strikers into submission by
denying them and their families
food stamps; and Hansen, a loyal
friend of all the underprivileged
kids roaming the corridors of the
Pentagon, voted to continue' fundIng for the B-1 bomber, which Is
generally 'conceded by military
experts to be very nearly worthless.
It klnda makes ya wonder about
the guy..... :.
MEANWHILE,
RANCH:

BACK AT THE

One can but hope that the
Programs Board will reverse its
decision to hold all three film
series (Pop, Classical, & Foreign)
on Wednesday nights. In years
past, the weekend film series
provided a welcome oasis In the
local cultural desert -' at times
which were convenient and generally set aside for R & R by_most
students and faculty members.
Now, the few films that are shown
are exhibited on Wed. nights,
right in the middle of the busiest
part of the week for most of us.
Presently, there are gen~ly only
three things to do on weekends:1)
go out and hit the bars; 2) go out
and hit the bars; 3) go out and hit
the bars.
At last week's senate meeting, a
representative of the Programs
'Board stated that the film series
were beil1g held on Wednesday
nights because fewer people had
objected to that, time than had
objected to the weekend times last
year. If you'd like to see the films
moved back to the weekend show-:
times, let 'the Programs Board
know; their office is-locatedon the'
second floor of the SUB.
CONTINUED
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Size i~just one consideration when selecting your
di~.mond. Equally important is quality. Our
Ce~lfled .oiamontologist can help you choose
the nght diamond for you. He is a man or woman
who has studied the science of diamonds. He has
taken the ngorous course in Diamontology given
by the DIAMOND COUNCIL of AMERICA only to its
member stores. He is a professional tn Diamonds
who can help you get the finest value available.
~e can he.lp y?u<,?hooseby showlnq you the
diff~lrenCe In diarno.nds,8xplainlng
cut. color.
clanty ond caratwelghLWhen
you are looking
for a diamond. look for the sign of the Diamond
. Council of America where a Certified
Dlamontolo{glst will help you make the choice
, thatis right for you.

,

Lookfpr this sig~, ,It Is the symbol of the Diamond
Council of America. The stores displaying this sign
have on their staff Diamontologists trained
in the science of diamonds.

.~
II

INSTANT CREDIT
SPECIAL 'STUDENT ,TERMS

(aU Jewetet'$
.DOWNTOWN BOISE· WESTGATE MALL
VISTA VILLAGE- KARCHER MALL'

. celebration
BoiseState
University willWeek
be st I
'
of Homecoml
ag nga variety talent show
Thursday, November 2nd In
$200.00 Men's or ~'s
SIEKOQ~~ ~s are urged to. sign up. Grand prize Is a
Approximately $600.00In gift certificates
a ~'partythrown
In your honor.
places. Applications are located at the SUB f:mtll be awarded for Zoothrough 6th
OCtober 13th at 3:00 P.M this contest Is open". all on Booth. Deadline for entry Is
1VIembars.
ocurreot
'BSU ,Students and 'Faculty

anl'r~

'Certificatlon IsonlVbylhO Diamond Council of America
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HEALTHVSELF
(PNS)- "Come now, Mary," the
But to look to personal behavior
therapist chided the seven-yearfor causes without regard for
old, "nobody Is going to get rid of
social and environmental factors In
your allergies for you. You just
disease is to Ignore much research
have to do it yourself."
that points In other directions.
After finding the treatment of
One in four Americans Is expecconventional allergists Insufflted. to get cancer during his
cient, the girl's mother had taken
lifetime, and up to 80% of cancer
her to a practitioner who taught
Is estimated to be linked with
movement and concentration exerenvironmental causes. At least
clses to relieve allergies.
The
one in flve cancer cases will occur
mother felt tl1at the shots and
from exposure to carcinogens on
antihistamine, pills would only
the job, acoordlng to a, new study
relieve the symptoms and probabreleased this month by the U.S.
ly not cure the condition. Shealso
Department of Health, Education
was apprehensive about side efand Welfare.
fects and aware that allergists " The newblame-the-sick perspecdisagreed on what was effective
tive is,'ironically, a perversion of a
treatment.
movement,known
holistic
But if pills were only a palliative,
health, that has sought to widen
what this therapist offered was, in
the perspectives of modern medithe mother's view, poison. The
cine and expand its focus beyond
child was being told' that if whe
powerful dRlgs arid surgery.
was slothful in doing the exercisCharacterized by an attitude
es, she had only herself to blame more than by any specific theory,
for further sniffles.
So if the
the. holistic movement holds that
treatment did not work, the girl
mainstream medicine neglects
would feel she had done somepeople'S PQwerto affect their own
.thing wrong.
health.
The movement makes
The therapist had voiced a moralroom for old-fashioned chicken
Istic attitude toward illness that Is
soup, psychic healing, herbs and
spreading and even has begun to
yoga, beside the physician with
Influence the national health pol- 'sophisticated tools. It also mainicy.'
, tains that health is a matter of
People are being told they are
interaction between mind, body,
responsible for their own health
spirit and environment.
and, consequently, for their IIlnes"Acupuncture
in, combination
ses. Sickness is becoming as
with minor changes in the diet and
disreputable as poverty was a
physical exercise can restore
generation ago. It is being viewed
health if the environment is healas personal failure. Illnesses are a
thy," said Dr. MarcLappe, clilef

as

special cause for shame when they
. have a known psychogenic comportent, as do asthma, Psoriasis
and some back pains. '
"I know It's worse when I'm not
In tune with myself," confided a,

of the California Health Department's Office of Health, Law and
Val yes. "The politics of the body,
which is what holistic healthy
speaks to, are intlmately'correla-,
ted with the politics of the external

=~~t~nj~P~~e~~
r=~.al
Chronic smokers, for example,

~:~':
':.~:='::~~:~ . ,"
problems.

THE WAITING

GAME
·IS COSTLY!
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DoJ n I s

these substances Into our environ- '~~~" J. ~",'
,~nt.
From the health point of
.
view, we know even less."
To protect and promote his own
health, Reed said, a person needs
Information, an Interested medical ~ ,Begins

EIilIII

~

IlIllII

~~~
~

~

Sat Sept 30th at' 9 o'c!oc;:k AM ~'
~~11g~0~ing environmental caus- ~~i~~m:~a1 =~~n
It~~a~~:: ~ and runs Men Oct 2nd thru Sat Oct 7th "
es, some praCtitioners unduly third need he finds most sorely ~
W eW,iII feature over 500 P,,air of t,op, Oll
make ill health a personal burden;
ignored.
~
~
The new field of stress therapy, for
Public health pollcyls the oppo- ~
quality name brand jeans reg. va'u,EllS ~.
instance, rarely Includes effons to slte.,of what ,holistic health is,~
"
to 26,95 fro"m 1097 t02:f 97
~
change basic stress:<:ausingcondl- supposed to be. "The problem Is ~
~
tions outside the patient'S perso- pigeonholes," Reed said. "There
~
all sizes 'may not ~e available In all· ~
nal world. It may try to,help the are lots of agencies,'each respons- ~
'I
''
~
"Type A~' person, who drives
ibla for controlling toxins in some, ~ styes ,SO shop 00rly
while the selection !:i
~
,"
, ,I5at Its best._
,~
~'
,
~
Mens Jeans Womens Jeans Kids Jeans ~
7dflo, VJ"O,tW, 0,'
2855
~ Over ~00 pair of' Cords, also reduced for
.!~
this one w9GJlksole.
~'
~ Shop at DoJangles-where the Selctctlon, ~
TERMP:f0IfEJ~J:,g/flt'J?ATIONs
~Ptlces
and Service will please you.' ~ /
IBMCORRF.CTINGSELECTRIC
~ Open Weeknights till 9PM 336-7603
~
SEVERAL TYPE STYLES A VAILABLE
~
On any Reg. Pr,lce Jeans or Cords
~
F~Mro~N~~RAAGE
~
~
PICKUP AND DELI VERY SERVICE
~
purchased during this sale we'll give
~
KAARENL BARR 'P.O. BOX174,Emmett, ID 83617
~ you s3000ff any reg price shirt In stock.!

,~g:'~:~==:=~
.
those red spots 'on my elbows and
knees give me away. I might as
well be blinking rapidly or have a,'
tic." ,
As some kind of national health. '
insurance plan begins to show
signs of becoming law, proposals
are heard for excluding from

ment. Each Institute is ooncemed aspects' of the environment.
cular disease of stage .ot life. ,
himself to sickness 'by chronic
Often, they don't communicate.
With such fragmentation built
hurry and competltlveness.
But it
And nobody adds up ~otal effects
Into the national health system, It
does not confront the fact that
of pollution on people."
Is perhaps not'surprlslng to find In
"Type A" employees might be
"You might have acceptable
Dr. John Knowles, president of
good for business and, thus enlevels of lead In house paint," he
the 'Rockefeller Foundation, a
couraged by employers.
said, "But there's also lead In
powerful, spokesman for the
"Lifestyles represent human recanned milk, in air from car
"blame the patient" approach to
actions to social and natural
exhausts; In some glazes. And
health.
conditions people are Involved
kids in California are turning up
,"The cost of sloth, gluttony,
In," according to Howard S.
with high blood levels of lead.
alcoholic intemperance, reckless
Berliner of the SChoolof Hygiene
A recent National SCienceFoundriving, sexual frenzy and smokand Public Health at Johns Hopdation report found that the
Ing have nee become' a national,
klns University.
"Discussing
amount of lead found in dust on
not an individual responsibility,"
changes in lifestyles' without first
rugs and floors of homes "may be
he complains in his book "Doing
discussing the changes In social
sufficient to create a health hazard
Better and Feeling Worse: Health
conditions wIlich give rise to them,
for small children."
in the' United States."
He
without recOgnizing that the lifeCadmium, which affects the kidmentions "unhealthy environmenstyle Is derivative, Is misleading
neys, is another example of a
tal influences" in passing, but
and, In effect, victim blaming."
substance that has begun to cause concludes that "the individual has
An example of Berllr.er's point Is
alarm. It is ingested with air and
the power - indeed, the moral
provided by the recent conference
food and absorbed by the body.
responsibility - to maintain his
oil nutritional factors' in cancer
The increasing application of treaown health by the observance of
held in Seattle and sponsored by
ted sludge to crop land can be simple, prudent rules of behathe National Cancer Institute and
expected to raise tho total cadrnl- vlor."
the American Cancer Society.
urn intake for people living in
To Bob Crawford, a political
Researchers told 1,400 physicians some areas, such as Southern
scientist who writes on health
that half the cancers in American
California, where cadmium is exissues at the University of Illinois,
men were related to high-fat diets tenslvely
used In the aircraft
Knowles' words reflect a new
and to cooking methods. The Industry.
myth, similar to the Horation
hazards of food additives and
But "nobody is monitoring com- 'Alger legend.
pesticide residues were, at the
prehensively how rising levels of
The Horation Alger myth was
same time minimized. '
cadmium interact in the body with
believable because it worked for
Yet Dr. Dwayne Reed, Epidemlonitrates from water, PCB from
just enough people to detract from
logist at the California Health
fish, asbestos from factories, and
its failure to work for most. "So
Department noted that 14,000
lead from micro-particulates in .too," Crawford writes,"signlfichemical compounds, Including ,house dust.
cant health gains might be realpreservatives, listed by the govOf the eleven National Institutes
lzed by some few of those able to
ernment as hazardous have been of Health, none is in charge of the
resist the incredible array of social
introduced into the environment
complete citizen in his environforces aligned against .healthy
and that the National Cancer with some body part, some parttbehavior."
Institute has conducted tests' on
~""It.1!lo."&."'la"''1i'.I.~
only 181. "Taking care of our- ~
Ill:
selves is not enough," Reed said ~
in an interview. "We know very ~
.'
~
little about the flow of most of ~
,. "
~
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E','"", year you walt; your life

insurance costs you more.
Life InsuranCe'rates are determined by your ag~ and the
younger you are, the more
favorable, the rates.

No

matter how old you are now,
thiS IS.the best time to become
adequately Insured. Call me
today.. ' the price of your life
Insur~
will never be better.

. DINNER MENU,

all.dinners served with 'baked"
p~ufand homem&de soup
;

'stephen H. Seleko(

$3.50,
Chicken
5.95 '
Salmon'
Halibut
5.95
Top Sirloin' ,12 oz.
7.95
New York c.it,12 oz~ 8.95
BamSteak '
3.95

705 North Eighth@_
P.O. Box 1637,
::::;:,
Boise, Idaho 83701 .....
Phone: (208) 342-6551
Cmnecticut

MutualUfc:

The Blue Chip Company,

""U"N'" ''''"'''"'
Since 1846
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. The natural enemy of democracy Is apathy. For the moment, at
least, democracy lives triumphant at BSU as petitions and letters
c~rculate about the campus and students discuss their points of
view with one another and.wlth the news media. Concerned
about apathy only a few short weeks ago the' ASBSU
Government Ironically finds Its actions the ~Is
tor' activity
across the campus as students indicate their support or
opposition to the government's stand In favor of the construction
of the pavilion.
Herein lies the delicate problem. On the one hand I agree with
~I Cohen. Writing In "The Nation" (Sept 23, 1978), he states,
In any democracy, the freedom to speak and publish must be In
no way restricted."
This freedom essentially must extend to
even the most .radical point of view "In order for the proper
operation o! the entire system."
Thus, to anyone wishing to
speak out, In any direction, on any issue, I say, "Go for it. ,,'
On the other hand, there lies the deep concern as to the
motivations behind the current anti-Perez/Pavilion
campaign
Acoording to statements made to the news rnedla bya prlncipai
supporter of the recall election, Perez Is not the target of their
anger, the issue is the proposed fee hike to construct the
pavilion. The petition reads, however, to the effect that Perez
should be recalled because of his gross misrepresentation of the
students' wishes. Between these two statements lies confusion.
If. the issue does center around the fee hike, why was not a more
direct stat~nt
made? One to the effect perhaps, that we do
want a pavlllon' but we do not want to pay for it - If that Is the
case? Or what about making some kind of statement concerning'
President Keiser's endorsement of the construction?' If Perez'
leaderShip is the Issue, how honest are the petition's backers
being with. students?
And how honest are, those are those
students. who are signing In opposition to Perez being with
themselves? The truth remains, Perez and the current senate
~ave go~e out of their way to obtain student Input on the pavilion
Issue particularly as well as on student government in general. "
The fact that students chose NOT to make their wishes known on
the pavilion in no way altered the due date of Perez' presentation
ON THEIR BEHALF to the State Board. .'
'
~Sagreelng with both the apparent motivation behln~ and the
aim. of the current exercise of freedom of speech at BSU I
nonetheless hold the democratic process to be of the ut~t
worth, standing above any particular result of that process. It's
good to see apathy go down In flames.

A Lawsuit Starts The Discrimination Battle, But 'Social Attitudes'
And Doctors Are Seen As The Real
Enemies
(CPS) -- In June;' Reynler
McKinney, a 41-year-old mother
of one, applied. to the Postal
Service In Pasadena, California,
for a job. Proposition 13 had just
robbed her of her former job, as a
CETA (Community Employment
and Tr~ining Act) worker. Now
she looked to the malls, and
passed the requisite civil service
exam, medical review., and personal interviews.
But she was denied the job as a
clerk~rier.
The official explanation was she was "unfit
for
employment on ground on obesity." McKinney says she was told
that If she lost 50 Pounds by
. December, she might get a job
then.
She "stewed and fretted about
it." At last, she convinced the
American Civil liberties Union to
file suit against the U.S. Postal
Service on her behalf.
Reynier. McKinney's case may
have national significance. If the
case makes it to court, it will be
the first formal legal argument
about job discrimination against
fat people. Perhaps'more Importantly, the McKinney case represents an escalatlonfn tactics, a
somewhat more militant advocacy
of the rights of the fat.
But It's not the only element of
the fat rights movement. There
are now at least three groups that
advocate those rights. The best
established group is the generally
apolitical National Association of
Aid Fat Americans (NAAFA) In
Washington,
D.C. Recently two
more consciously-political
groups
have formed.
Chemist Vivian
~yer founded the Fat Liberation

I
evidence could be submitted).
Judge Lewis topped that reocrd,
this time around, by saying, "I
don't bUy this First Amendment
argument."

by Garry Wills
I am sure there must have been
sillier judges on the federal bench
than Oren Lewis of the Alexandria,
Virginia Court. But whoeVer and
wherever they are now, the shadeS
of those superlatively silly men
must be applauding their successor.
Judge lewis'
most recent
silliness occurred when he ruled
.that ex-CIA agent Frank Snepp
must submit to CIA censorship a
magazine short story and an
article on government employees'

woes.

,.

lewis. had earlier penalized
Snepp for publishing
"Decent
Interval, "the
story of CIA
bungling In the withdrawal from
Vietnam. The judge distinguished
himself In that encounter by
saying that evidence would not
matter In his decision, so no juri
could be called to weigh such
El'Vidence.Then thejucige made up
outlanC!ish evidence of his .own,
berating . Mr.
Snapp for the
purported damage he had done (a
question of fact, on which no

8-The

It would have been more [udlclal,
one would think, for lewis to look
at the record' of other ex CIA
agents.
Some of them
are
novelists: Has E. Howard Hunt
submitted his spy tales to the CIA
for pruning or approval? Some of
them are journalists: Does Tom
Braden submit each of his columns
.to the CIA? It must extend his lead
time uncounsclonably-enough,
in
f~ to Jeopardize his employment.
Does William F. Buckley, an
ex-agent, submit each of his
speeches for CIA approval? If he
had done that while running for
mayor of New York, it would have
made for a very short campalqn.
Yet Snepp believes, on advice of
counsel, that a written speech
would fall Into the same restraint
as his short story and magazine
article now do.
Of course, It could be argued that
men like Branden and BuCkley are
still under vOluntary CIA discipline and do not need to be
screened. Thati'alses
Interesting
qoostlons about their Journalistic
credentials. It also suggests' that
Snapp Is not being given the
routine' treatment for ex-agents,
but a punltlne treatment meant to
scare others away from any second·
thoughts abOut, or criticism of, the
Agencv.
.

And- here we come to the basic
problem In the CIA's argument
that all agents who sign on have
signed away thelr First Amendment rights
for life. Clearly
ex-agents can go on to political
and literary careers, but only with
the CIA's blessing. As "goOd
guys" were put above the law
during their time of service, so
, "bad boys" are deprived of their
Constitution's
protection In perpetuity ..
No other force in American life
makes such a claim on a man's
whole future, OQ his freedom of
speech and livelihood. Ex-presidents can criticize the presidency.
Ex-priests can even criticize the
pope. More than that,ex-Packers
could criticize V1ncel.ombardl.
But the CIA wasbom at odds with
the United States Oonstltutlon
whose open-funding provision
has always violated. It Indulges In
a form of officially endorsed crime
against the rights of any citizen,
even ex-CIA agents.
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Front In New Haven, Conn., and
then helped organize The Fat
Underground In santa Monica,
Cal. It Was the latter group that
helped McKinney start her fat
rights lawsuit.
Those rights,says
Mayer,
drastically need expanding. She,
too, once lost a job because of her
weight. She didn't sue then, but
"the ridicule made me aware It
was a political, not a physical,
problem."
She doesn't know if being tatis
actually unhealthy, and she says
no one does yet either. In the
meantime, people are being hurt.
"There's clear evidence," Mayer
says, "That
far women
In
particular
are
downwardly
mobile."
One reason is that fat women
may have a harder time getting an
education. Mayer cites a Harvard
School of Public Health study that
reportedly claimed a fat boy has
about half the chance a slim boy
does of getting Into the college of
his choice. A fat girl has about a'
third the chance.
Mayer has no documentation,
but strongly suspects .teachers
tend to give fat kids lower grades.
Job discrimination, she says, is
evident in the weight standards
many companies, states. counties
and cltles havefortheir employees.
McKinney'S suit Is really the first
organized attempt to document job
discrimination against the fat.
The Fat Liberation Front believes
Olscrimlnatlon
is possible only
because there are so many myths
around about the fat. Fat people
are generally thought to be fat
because they simply eat more than
the normal slim person. Mayer;
though, points out "a COnsensus is
the medical research that says
that's not true. '.'
Her facts are studded with,
referentes
to Various medical
journal articles, which assert that
there aren't any significant dlffer"!rces In the normal caloric intake
of fat and slim People.
. Yet many doctors, Mayer says;
persist In ignoring the "consensus." They continue to tell fat
people they are necessarily unhealthy, that they are fat because
they're self-indulgent,
and that
they are "fighting a losing battle
agalnst obesity becuase they're
. especially vulnerable to the sight
and smell of high calorie food. ",
That, anyway, is what Yale
psychologist Dr. Judith Rodin told
the annual
meeting
of .the
American Psychological Association. The statement
brought
Mayer and her cohorts out roaring
for a retraction .
Mayer says the fact is that no one
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dlsease.' ,
Dieting, she adds, not only
causesernotional
problems, but
also physical problems. Repeated
dieting can cause arteriosclerosis,
which In turn can brIng on heart
attack and strokes.
Moreove
dieting usually doesn't work: '
"It's
been documented
that
diet!ng is a cure with a 99 percent
.failure ratlo ... That's not a very
practlcal cure.
.
"To losewelght, you have to eat
less. If you eat less, you're going
to be hungry ... But after you reach
the weight you want, you still can't
eat what a normal slim person
would eat, even though you're
hungry. Let's say you go back to
even a 1200 calorie per day Intake,
which isn't very much. Well,
you're going to gain ""'eight again
at that
rate.
But
Is that
over-eatlng?
.. It's a horrible
cycle."
Nonetheless, many fat people go
on believing the' standard stereotype that they simply eat too
much, and are weak-willed and
self-indulgent becuase they do. It
Is not, in any case, a very positive
se~f-image.
To change it, Mayer wants to
convince fat people that "it's not
our fault. We're not any weakerwilled or more self-indulgent than
'anyone else. " She wants to teach "
fat people that "It's okay to be
fat."
.
.
But that's a difficult lesson..
'.'Right
now,"
Mayer cedes,
"most fat people would rather die
than come' out and say they are
fat."
.
Getting them to "come out" Is a
question of informing the medical
profession about medical research
and of, raising
fat' peoples:
consclousness.:'1
don't want to
see .1000 fat women storming (the
Dept. of Health, Education, and
Welfare) right now. Today, I want
to see fat women f8!31good about
themselves. "
Then she feels she can "change,
to attitudes of those who hold
power over us, namely, the
medical profession."
For the moment, though,
Reynler McKinney is trying to get
a hearing for her job discrimination
suit.
A technicality
-- she
m,istakenly skipped a step In the
post office's formal appeal- process
- may prevent her lawyers from
arguingJhe merits of her case in
court. "Unless someone can give
me a diet that works," she says,
"I would just hope to get a good
job."
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VIEWPDINT
There is an old saying among political scientists. "If YOU want
to know what the majority thinks, don't look In the newspaper "
This adage Is not meant to condemn the media, but as ~
attestation to the fact that those who have the least substance to
their thoughts often are the most vocaJ about their opinions.
The 5eptember 27th Issue of The Arbiter lieadllned a story
regarding the recall petition of ASBSU President Rob Perez by
Travis Opdyke, former student lobby director. I can only say at
this point that Mr. Opdyke has brought new depths to the
meaning of the term "reactionary emotionalism."
One would
hope university society might be spared anachronistic thought
which dictates that If something doesn't work, It should be
destroyed from the foundation up. This type of thlnkfng has
brought us such choice bits of convoluted wisdom as proposition
one, right to work, and opposition to the Panama Canal treaties.
I will admit, as I'm sure would Mr. Perez, that there Is
considerable room for improvement in the way the pavilion Issue
has bP.en handled thus far; hindsight Is always better' than
foresight.
However, to recall the student body President for
errors of which most were not his own making and for13xpresslng
his opinion Is nothing short of ludicrous.
Furthermore, Mr.
Hawker's proposition that we recall the entire slate of Arts and
Sciences senators borders on mass hysteria.

I have always believed, perhaps somewhat naively, that man Is
basically rational. Hence, I know the students of this university
will realize that while the electoral option of recall Is one of the
most powerful tools In democratic politics, It Is also one of the
most dangerous.
The methods provided us to change what we do not like are
legion.
Recall Is only one of them.
Further, recall Is an
admission of failure on our part. I, for one, do not believe we
have failed, or that any of our elected officials have failed us. We
must set aside our' escalated emotions and view this situation
objectively and dispassionately. Only then can we hope to arrive
at a decision which Is equitable and 'based on that which truly
represents the best interests of the majority.
Christopher S. Hawley
[Mr. Hawley is a junior at Boise State University, a political
science meior and actively involved with KBSUj
.

Editor, The Arbiter

.~
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If the State Board of Education
approves a $40 per semester fee
increase to pay for the proposed
pavilion, it will drlveanother, and
perhaps the final, nail Into the
coffin .ot decent athletics and
adequate student services at BSSU
(Boise Spectator Sports' University).
c. Let's face the fciets: The results
of the numerous surveys taken on
the subject do not support the
contention that BSU students are
willing to pay an additional $40 per,
semester for apavlllon. Even the
results of the rigged polls taken by
the ASasU do not support that
contention. What all of the surveys
have shown Is that BSU'students
want a pavilion, but are not willing
to pay $40 or $50 per semester for
it. Similarly, I would love to have a
new pickup with which to replace'
my down-at-the-heels '51 Chevy,
but I'm not willing to pay for It.
The point of that Is that If you
really need something, you're
willing to pay for it; If you just
want it, you're not. Clearly students do not feel a great "need"
for a pavilion.
. secondly, there can be no
'argument but that a $40 fee
Increase for full-time
students
(and correspondlr.a Increase for
part-timers) would tend to drive
_away low-Income people. That
would exacerbate the ASB's budget problems;. this year the ASB
had to cut baCk on funding for
some programs, such· as films,
which Is ,whY we'reonly
seeing
o

We In the Child Care services
program appreciate the article In
the last edition oHhe Arbiter. This
Is a great
program,
we're
extremely proud of the things we
are doing, and we want people to
know 11bout It
However, before I have a flOck of
students en'rolllng In the program
to play and cook we need to make a
correction.
Our second year
students do not "play and cook
their Monday lunch and snacks for
the rest of the week". Our second
year students plan, purchase,
prepare and serve the children's
Monday lunch and snacks for the
other lab .sessions during .the
week. This
Is part of tne
assignment for too Child Care
Foods class.
Another correction that needs to
be made concerns the waiting list.
Our class is full for this year but
we are only beginning our roster
for next fall. We do recommend
applying for the course '3arly
because by may our slots are filled
and we do have a waiting list of
students then.
We have a continual waiting list
of small children whose parents
want them to attend the lab
school. Anyone interested
In
getting their child Into the lab
school can call 385-3982 for more
information and to place their
child's name.on the list.
Anyone Interested In coming Into .
the program next fall can come to
the counselors' office In the.
technical. building for information.
, We'll be glad to talk to you.

'these people are not well inforined
and have made no effort to become
better informed.
these people
state that Rob came out In favor ot
the pavilion at the September

platitudes that make his commltment to folly sound rational.
If that Isn't case enough, then our
boy Rob managed to parrot
repeatedly pro, pro, pro to' the
State
Board and with
wide
Board meeting: This Is Incorrect .
Innocence
proclaim'
It as a
for while President Perez said he
mandate from the students.
personally favored the fee hike he
had taken no official position as President Perez has his hat tricks
down pat.
ASBSU President and' he would
not until he recleved Imputfrom
Dr. Keiser sees no Inequality In
students.
running on a platform of academic
To gain this input President
excellence then once In the catbird
Perez In conjunction with the
seat playing perfidy on the student
ASBSU senate organized open
stereo. With a true Nlxonlan flair
forums and distributed informa. for dogmatic contradiction,
our
tion pamphlet giVing both sides of
Illustrious
president
tells the
the Issue. Unfortunately, not many
television audience bow devastastudents chose to attend these
tingly the 1% Initiative will curtail
open forums and express their
,Health
Science Education and
views. But, the effort had been
various academic activities. Then
made by President Perez to gain
two minutes .later explain In
student opinion. In fact I know that
graphic detail how BSU will fund
many of the people active in the
'millions to build the BAA.
a
recall movement made no effort to
ba'lketball drlveldome.
contact Rob or myself to express
Congratulations, gentlemen, you
their views concerning the fee
certainly have my nomination for
hike.
the Nlxoscar for this year.
This is unfortunate for, if they
had, we could of told them, for
example, how Rob had requested
that the State Board of Education
not vote on the fee hike until the
October Board meeting SO the
month of september could be used
to gather student opinion.
I have personally known the last
two ASBSU presidents and I
worked with. one of the, Mike
Hoffman.
I believe from this
vantage point I can be a fair job of
evaluating' Rob Perez's performance as ASBSU President and
when I do I find him to be an
excellent President.

category: Best Performing
in a Presidential Role.

Phony

Travis H. Opdyke

Editor, the Arbiter:

As both an administrator and as a
facultymembe.r, I strongly support
and endorse Associated Student
Body President, Mr. Rob Perez.
Since Mr. Rob Perez Was elected
Student Body President, I have
come to know and respect him.
Rob is scrupulously honest, completely unselfish; and sincerely,
Joan Lingenfelter
committed toward making Boise'
Program Director
State University a betterJnstttuSteve Botlmer
tion
in serving the needs of all
,
,
ASBSU Vice President
students. On numerous occasions,
Rob Perez has demonstrated a
~\<N""'M.
~.-'
~ditor, 'the Arbiter:
conscientiousness,
a dedication,
';j2.': .
,
and an enthusiasm that is unusual ,
The Nixonian;presidency is alive
concerning his important duties
_
'!l
and well at Boise State Ufliversity. .
and responsibilities' as President
I have often wondered who wears
of the Student Body.
the various hats Nixon left kicking
'Further, and perhaps, most imaround, hats such as illogic,'
portant, on all issues controversial
misrepresentation and dirty tricks.
to trivial
in nature}' Rob has
Ithink we should nominate a joint
clearly, in my opinion, allowed,
presidency for such titles, one,
sufficient opportunity for the exincluding Rob Perez and John
pression of alternative views to be
Keiser.
aired.
Only a president could sit deatly.Bob Perez deserves the support
in two days of hearings, during
of all those that elected hlrn, He
much of which various students
has done an admirable Job of
soundly denounced the pavilion
Editor, The Arbiter:
worl<ing for students and with the,
issue on scathing
economic
faculty, staff, and administration
and sound educatlonar priorities;
The .recan petition against
at Boise State University.
yet
stili
come
away
with
the
ASBSU President Rob Perez Is not
impression that everyone present
in the best interests of Boise State
RespectfUlly,
his own Inane
students. This effort has mainly . was echoing
presentments.,
No,.Mr.
Perez
has
come from people who oppose the
,
WilliamJ.Keppler
earned one hat for his consumproposed fee hike for the multipurDean,
ScHoolof Arts & Sciences
mate ability to hear oniv the
pose pavilion. I believe many' of

l

...

-

"-j~~&!!)~~':"

one movie per week now, and,
having to pay for the privilege.
Declining or static enrollment
figures Would also mean that the
ASS would be unable to appropriate funds' for sorely needed
services-for Instance, there still is
no ASB funded day care center;
and without such a facility many
potential students. simply can't
afford to attend BSU, and many
present. students .face needless
difficulties.
It makes no sense
whatsoever to make a move (the
$40 fee Increase) which would
discouragestudent"fromattendlng
BSU (and hence reouce available
monies) when the real needs of the
student population are not ,being
met now.
_
Thirdly, dowe want an athletics
Fellow Students:
, program which promotesthehealth
able to find a time in their
and wellbeing of all students, or
This Thursday, OCtober 5th I will
schedule to attend the forums.
do we want a .. program which
represent asbsu at the State Board
Students at the forums were also
encourages 00 per cent of us to
of Education In Moscow. At this
encouraged
to speak at the'
remain passive spectators with
time Iwill make a presentation on
University Open Hearings.
ballooning bottoms and alcohol
the pavilion. In september of this
addled brains while a mere handyear my testimony to the State
In addition, Itold the State Board
ful of male athletes perform for
Board, which. Is recorded testithat following the forums, and
ourvicarious plasure? Approval of
mony, said the following:
I Rob
hearings the student senate would
the $40 fee Increase would be a ; Perez personally
support the
vote on the project and that they
vote of approval for the second
multipurpose pavilion yet, I refuse
would receive that vote.
option.
"
to comment on behalf of the
From the forums about %'s of
students of BSU' until I _have
In summation, I'd ask the State
the' filstudent
opposed' the fee
provided
an opportunity
for
Board to pay no attention to those
increases for the pavilion. The
students to respond to the Issue. I
who argue that the surveys taken
senate voted 12-2 In favor otthe
by the ASBSU show that BSU
provided
tt'!aopportunlty
by
pavilion and coorespondlng« inmeans of open forums. It was here
students fool a "need"
for a
'creases.
that land your senate listened and
pavilion and the concomitant $40
The preceedlng Isa descrlptlng
spoke to the Issue .. fil students
fee Increase. The results of those
view of what will, take place In
polls are ambiguous and some of
attended 14 hours of. forum time.
Moscow.
them were blatanUyrigged. There
Forum times were In themornlng,
PrQtectlon of student' interest on
are lies,' and then there are. afternoon and evening. We felt .In
the pavilion Issue began in April
this manner all students would be
statistics.
Chuck I!ufe

The 'University Arbiter"

when I requested the state.aoard
withhold their vote in september
SO that students could be provided
a chance to speak to the Issue.
Hence, OCtober Is the voting
month on the pavilion.
'
Please talk to me anytilT>9
concerning any topic. A1so,I'm
sure _your representatives,
the
student senators, share that sentiment.
I promise an accurate,honest
statement of the forums and' the
senate. Any question of my prior
performance
or my OCtober
performance can be obtained from
the State Board recorder. seek an
accurate account of your leadership.
Rob Perez
ASBSU President
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ANN ARBOR [CPS] - My own
experience with government fiurveillance on campus testifies
mainly to the,lneptness of the FBI.
It Is also disturbing, for the FBI
had no valid rea50f to be in'!'estlgating me. The FBI collected
Information about me for several
years in the late 60's and early
70's while I was a faculty member
and administrator at AntiOch College 'and later' at Buffalo State
College. My knowledge of their
activities carnes from the FBI's
own flies, turned over to me as the
resultof a lawsuit I Initiated under
the Privacy Act. Other lawsuits
have established that Antioch
College, ..as an institution was
investigated by the FBI for a
number of year.
My file was begun when an FBI
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special agent walked past the
faculty lounge at Antioch and saw
that I had signed a petition
protesting police violence against
demOnstrators at San Francisco
State. Later that day the agent
entered my office and examined
the materials on my desk and
walls. Back issues of local and
campus newspapers were then
searched for any mention of. my
name. The most exciting clipping
was the announcement of the birth
of my first son. I've often wondered whether they started a file
on him that day.
VVhen a prominent civil rights
activist came to speak at Antioch,
the FBI was at the airport to watch
me meet the plane. They did,
however, fall to notice my participation In civil rights and anti-war
demonstrations,
even though
activities were opon and weil-publiclzed. The file shows that the FBI
received cooperation from two
local police forces, the telephone
company and a credit bureau.
Nonetheless they turned up no

hint of anylllegai behavior on my
part, for. there was none..
The content of my FBI file, When
It isn't trivial, Is a partial chronicle
of my very mild exercise of First
Amendment rights. The Investigation was Improper, and this was
recognized by the judge who ruled
on my lawsuit. My request for my
file was originally denied by the
government, claiming that It contained Information' whose dlsolosure would darriage national securIty. The government· claim was
obviously ridiculous, and When I
won the case they were ordered to
pay my lawyer'S fees.
My story Is a minor footnote In
the history of F.BI campus spying.
But the Implications are ominous.
The FBI clearly overstepped Its
authority. It was operating as a
secret pollee monitoring
the
thoughts and expression of educators and students. The only possible .effects of their action were
erosions of First Amendment
rights. I have little doubt that such
was their Intentions.
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The Olympus OM·l is the world's number one compact SlR. Its
the one thats 30% smaller and lighter and has a 70% brighter
viewfinder than conventional Sl.R's.
'
.
Now, the Olympus OM·l comes with the OM·l Hunared Dollar
Give.Away. Which means all you have to do is buy an OM·l with
prime lens (50mm f1.4, SOmmfl.8 or 55mm f1.2) and you'll receive
a rebate certificate book from Olympus when you send In.your
owner registration card and sales slip.
.
.
. The rebate certificates are redeemable onselecl Olympus Systern components anytime through April 30, 1979, Its your great
chance to get a substantial rebate on interchangeable lenses"
motor drive and other OM System components.
Nows the time to buy your OM·l from us. Come in today for
complete information. This offer expires Jan. 31, 1979.

$25995

with 50mmf1.6only
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• ELK BAGS·
6' DEER BAGS

. If you have problems getting to
BSU and want to save money on
gas - let us helpl The carpool
Boise office and Boise Urban
Stages offer a variety of ways to
get you to the University worry
freel
VANPOOLS - The "Valley cornmuterlde" is an expense sharing.
van pool operation, managed oy
the Carpool Boise Office. It. offers
convenient, econOmical 8 am to 5
pm transportation to BSU from the
following' locations - Meridian,
~alrvlew Avenue (west of Boise)
and most subdivislonsalong5-mlle
road betweeri
columbia' and
Franklin roads. This service costs
. $6.25 per.week and offers door-todoor service In most cases.· Call
345-P90L (34&7665) for details.
CARPOOLS - The carpool office
has names of Individuals that are
interested in forming carpools
(sharedrivlng; drive; or ride only)
to the 'BSU area. Call 345-POOL
(345-7665) for Information.
BOISE URBAN STAGES - The bus
offers Inexpensive transportation
withing the city limits of Boise. A .
monthly pass of unlimited rides
costs only $8.75 with free tr ansfers.
Call 336-1010 for information on
how to make the most convenient
-connectlons to BSU.
Ridesharlng benefits the
community as well as the Individuals Involved. It helps decrease
traffic congestion, air pollution
and the need for long-term parking
spaces. DO YOUR SHARE! Call
the carpool office or-Boise urban
stages if you would like to know
more about rldesharlng In your
neighborhood.

SHAME AUTO
REBUILD 6'

t\EfINISHING
(Formerfy S8rvjce City

Auio complex).
SpeCializing in
o Corvette,
o in~urance,
o antique
restoration

202 \VaSth

345-056i

....................
Mike Hughes

NatiDnal Science

Faundatian
Canference Dn

Alternat·ives
The National Science Foundation probably had a
worthwhile reason for staging a series of public forums on
apropriate technology; whether or not they still think so is
open to debate.
The Society, established in 1950 as an
independent agency of the U.S. government, shelled out
550,000 to the University of Oregon, whith the idea that the
"School would provide' a forum for the foundation folds to
, discover what the movement had to offer. Two graduate
students were given the chore of compiling and agenda and
they dutifully went about their task with zeal. Choosing a
weekend between semester sessions for the gathering they
secured use of an entire dormitory complex for housing and
meetings. That was by far the smartest move they made,
since the weather in Eugene was anything but accommodating. The steady rain didn't diminish the size or the
enthusiasm
of
the
participants,
however.
It was sometime shortly after the opening remarks that the
Foundation representatives realized they had a monster on
their hands.
Tom Bender, an editor of RAIN, the
Appropriate Technology Journal, was the first to speak, and
his topic, "Values and Attitudes in the Movement Today",
left no doubt as to the theme of the conference. He stated,
in part, "We should look into why we got into AT five or
more years ago. We cannot ignore the political, social and
economic areas that we have all been affected by. The
centralization of goverment is a direct result of the
centralization of wealth.
In searching for an .economic
system that addresses the real needs of the people, we must
be mindful of the tendency of new innovations to be
siphoned off to the wealthiest segments of the economy.
Given such glaring economic inequities, AT ersneed
to .
show that there are alternatives to the centralization of
.power and resources. We mustget information out to' the
public ,which will assist them in. acquiring political s~lIs,
which they will need to have If they expect to achieve

change.,;"

,

.
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Following those initial salvoes the crowd. directed
themselves to the meeting rooms where the "State of the
Art" presentations were to
presented. By mid-morning,
those in attendance were in rapt attention as guestspeakers.
elaborated on the emerging presence of competitive1y
: priced and practical solar devices, the refmem~nts in
windmill technology, the decline of and alte~atlves_ to
\ massive sewage placement and treatment practices, local
food production and 'marketing and commercial applications'
of energy conservation measures.
Eac~ ~ll.nel repeated.
their remarks on the' hour, thereby maxlmlZmg exposure
and feedback.
Questions asked during the sessions
characterized those in attendance. There were few novices
on hand and the queries reflected the desire for specifics: ,
"Were the windmills with the rotating base worth the extra
expense over the homemade 55 gallon barrel cut in half and
mounted on a shaft?" Across the quad, urban farmers and \
recent arrivals to the rural domain sought advice on
implementing safer pest control methods; others w~re
curious about attempts currently underway to stem the tide
of farm-raised young people migrating to the cities.: where
.their agrarian skills go untapped. Next door, the solid waste
enthusiasts
shared ideas by scrawling them onto a
blackboard while comparing notes on composting applications. By the time lunch rolled around, people .who had
never laid eyes on each other before that mornmg were
suddenly' jabbering like magpies.'
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As I sit atmy desk, near a window looking out on the Idaho
mountains, I marvel at how natural it. seems to me to be
living here in Boise and doing just this, Onlyamonth ago, I
was two thousand miles east in my native city of Cleveland,
Ohio. At that time, I was totally unaware of the people and
places that have become an integral part of my daily living
in so short a time. It was a curious feeling to board the plane
and cross almost a continent, knowing that at my journey's
end were people who would eventually become a part of me.
,As to why I decided to come to Boise, most simply; I had
been visiting here last year and decided that I liked what I
saw better than what I had come from. Many of you from
this area wonder why someone from a large, fast-paced city
would make such a dramatic move. I've been asked if I find
life here too' slow, too rurally oriented, too different. I do
find it very different from my horne town, "and that's why
I'm here. Eastern and midwestern cities command far more
respect than they merit I Having lived in the cement.~nd.
steel kingdoms of industry and commerce, I can candidly
say that Boise offers a very attractive alternative. After an
internship to life in a constant battle with smog, traffic,
nasty winters, nastier people, and a frantic set of rules and
timetables, ,I gratefully welcome ,the freshness
and
friendliness of your town.'At times, I'm a little bewildered
by all that I must take in but gladly accept the challenge as
part of the price of anything truly worthwhile.
Initially, my unfamilarity with Idaho life called for some
minor adjustments. For one thing, 1 have become a veteran
dodger of sprinkler systems. Further, I have learned that
you drink Mr. Pibb, not Dr. Pepper, that the late news
comes on at ten o'clock (as a veteran of Eastern Standard
Time, I missed it twice before 1 caught on), and that
groceries come, not in a bag, but a sack. Another pleasant
adjustment came in attuning my ear to the relaxed, mellow
tones of Westem speech, a-welcome contrast to the r,fipped
nasality of Eastern accents .. Finally, I learned that,
anywhere worth .being is a mile from anywhere else, Your
city is free and far-flung, not congested. Itgives mea happy,
healthy surge of freedom to. stride over great chunks of
distance, enjoying the land's openness.
'
In mentioning the attraction of your natural terrain, I am
constantly awed by the ,ever-changing beal1ty of your
mountains. Toosee the moming sun pouring .its gold over
their rocky crests is a pure joy, 1daho natives:;if you haven't
.thought about it ,lately, see .those mountains through the
eyeso( one who has never been long away from cement and
flat ,terrain.
Further ,cOlIsider
how cltjar"lovely'
and

The Unive'l'8ity Arbiter'

refreshing your liver is compared to the filth-clogged urban, .
waterways of Eastern cities. While you go "tubing" on YOUJ'
river, We may go roller-skating on our Cuyahoga. Further,
. the relatively pure air of your higher altitude makes my
breathing once-more an unconscious effort. Not only this,
but the absence of steel-mill emissions makes possible such
natural phenomena as double rainbows and a sparkling,
spangled night sky. As a Midwestern refugee, 'I am daily
dazed and grateful to be a part of your great western land.
The town proper of Boise presents to me
welcome
alternative to the standardized plastic-and-chrome scenario
ofthe Midwest. Boise's planning forces seem not to focus.on
mindless expansion, but on constructive development.
There is no apparent compulsion to tear'down all buildings
over a year old and replace them with- stark, more expensive
facilities as in the eastern habit. Insfead, t1ie emphasis
, seems to be placed on preserving what is worthwhile and
developing what is beneficial. Historical sites fire under
sanction, and the town's.layout enhances rather iiban alters
the natural landscape. There is a great deal of natural
surfacing and craftsmanship
employed In the town's
restaurant::: and places of entertainment, popular but rare
features where I come from. Boise seems to enjoy a perfect
harmony of appreciation for the past and anticipation of the
future. There is a pervading sense of pride in your.city, I am
looking forward to building a future of my ownhere,

*

But most important, Boise, your greatest natural asset lies
in your people. I can't remember having lived in such a
genuinely friendly environment. People here' project an
attitude oftme
neighborliness,
far removed' from the
superficial courtesy of the cities I have known. At first,
having experienced the paranoia of the large, impersonal
city, I was astonished by the many people who would say a
cheerful "good morning"withQlItever.
having seen me
before. And when someone who had bumped me in the hall
actually smiled, and apologized, my. feelings verged on a
religious experience I Further, during 'the recent premature
cold snap, I was offered more blankets, jackets, and. extra
clothing than I could possibly use. My neighborshave been
so ,kind and considerate . to this funny little MidweStem
stranger that I am happily looking forward to forming warm
and lasting friendships. I want to thank all of you for making ~ ,
my decision to live in Boise a happy and promising one. And
though the future is.never certain, I hope I may say that I
can loOk forward to what I've seen of your people's genuine
warmth. tOr a long time
come.
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1%ALTERtATIVE,

Nutritian
fin Die't

, The students and faculty at Boise State University are
"once again playing a waiting game."
First it was the
multi-purpose pavilion, and now it is the 1% initiative. But
how, exactly, will all of this effect them?
The 1 % Initiative has three major premises:
"
1) Property taxes will be limited to 1% of actual market
value.
.
2) Increases in value property will be limited to 2 % a year.
,3) That no new taxes be implemented
without a %
majority of the legislature or % majority of the qualified
electives.

-

~"-c.

,

........"Dana

According to Gov .. Evan's office, "reading the initiative is
like trying to find shapes in clouds. There is enough there to
put a spark in the imagination but not enough to really bring
about a clearly defined image. As a result, people are able
to read into it virtually anything they want."
Because of the initiative, the governor has asked the
attorney general to clarify 20 different legal issues that have
been raised.
.
To be more explicit, "it will place a cap on property tax at
somewhere between six tenths percent and 19%, depending
on how the initiative is interpreted, it will go into effect this
January, next October, the following January, or not at all.
You might even feel that it will either raise or lower your
taxes, or maybe even not go into effect al all."
It has been indicated that 90,000 people in the State of
Idaho do favor the 1%, still there are those who are fighting
it. And according to the governor's office, "more people
have signed this - more than have signed anything else in
the state." It was further stated that "there will be people
fighting because they don't like welfare services, so there is
a-wide range of reasons why people don't like this." For
many, there will be a solution in the 1%, but when the truth
is known, only one interpretation is eventually going to rule.
To prevent misunderstanding,
the attorney general has
been asked to clarify all of this so that people will know how
to vote, and facts, not suppositions, will be presented to the
voters.
At this time it is virtually impossible to know how all of this
. will affect the people at Boise State University. The budgets
from all the state agencies are being sent to the governor's
office. And the budget from Boise State, like all other
agencies, will contain a priority listing of services that- only
Boise State will require. And if cuts are required, then
Boise State will have a major role in deciding.

Farver

SOLAR HEATING:
An Fllternative Far
Baise Hame-Dwners

In the past, 'when any cuts in Boise State might have been
considered, two possible things have been talked about.
One is that student fees be increased, and also that there
be some .kind of consolidation of campuses.
Because
everybody is 'reacting to the I% issue and have their own
plans a;; to how they might deal with' it, this might very well
be considered.
All anyone can do at-Boise State is wait. AI! of the budgets
will be on the governor's desk by at least the middle of
october.
In summing up Boise State president John H. Keiser's
letter to Mr. Milton Small, Executive Director, office of the
State Board, "it is the university's intention to maintain the
instructional program as highest priority, and at larger
.reduction levels it was impossible to maintain the
instructional program at highest Rriority, simply because
that is where the great majority of the funds are. By
employing the principle of selectivity, the university made
no attempt to apply across-the-board cuts. What remains
should be of reasonable high quality with an appropriate
level of support,' ~
I

If substantial. cuts do actually occur, then Dr. Keiser said
that "it is the university's intention to involve faculty as
much as possible in applying them," It is his hope that the
Board will apply whatever general guidelines are necessary
for these difficult matters,"

..

/',t_

"I think of myself as a sort of pioneer in moving the
progress of home solar heating along," says Mr. Dick
Lingenfelter of Boise, and for good reason.
He and his,
family are among the approximately
80 owners of
solar-heated homes in the Boise Valley.
When asked why he and his family decided to try solar
energy, Mr. Lingenfelter gave severai reasons.
For one
thing, he noted, solar heat is much quieter than a
conventional furnace.
Also, the sun-processed air isn't
"baked" -- that is, the natural humidity isn't removed -- and
so the air is gentler and more pleasant. Lingenfelter also
pointed out that with sky-rocketing fuel costs, solar power is
becoming a cheaper source of home heating.
As to how the Lingenfelters' solar heating uriit works -well, here is some of the basic information that this
unscientifically-oriented
reporter gathered:
Air from the outdoors is first drawn across solar collectors
.made of glass.and anodized aluminum bya small fan; it is
then blown back down to the furnace room, located at
another level of the house. The furnace room is filled with
four tons of eutectic salt, stacked i~ trays for easier air flow;
Since eutectic salt is capable of liquifying at 90 degrees F, it
is more capable of absorbing 'heat and is able-to retain it for
about eight days. After the air has been' heated, it is'
funnelled back throughout the house, and is maintained at;
whatever temperature desired by a 'conventional thermostat. Besides heating the air, the Lingenfelters' water is
also solar-heated, as the 'water pipes run through the solar
collector and back to a conventional water heater where hot
water is stored until needed.
Mr. Lingenfelter, a conservation specialist with the BLM,
is enthusiastic about his unit, which he partially designed
and had built into' his home last spring.
Like 11 lot of"
concerned home owners, he sees solar power as an
important alternative to fuel .or electric heat, especially in
face of the worlds' dwindling natural fuel resources. "We
will by getting 75% of our heat from the solar system during
the month of January, the coldest month. To supplement
the heat, we've installed an Earth Stove," said Lingenfelter.
Lingenfelter believes that more middle-income families
like his should consider solar power. "Just having solar
panels is called a passive system; when there is a
sophisticated system of ducts, airflow and storage, such as
mine, it is considered an active system and the difference in
cost is around 52,000.00, depending on the material used for
storage.
r
Dick Lingenfelter, who will resume teaching a night class
in forestry at BSU in the spring, and Mrs. Lingenfelter, a
full-time instrnctor at BSU are looking forward to showing
interested persons around their new home. In the mean
time, they are vel)' satisfied with their unit. Lingenfelter
sees solar power as "a challenge for anyone concerned with
conservation. "
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The other daj; I watched a woman carefully balance in her
hands five frozen pizzas on her way to the cashier line. She
wore a large diamond ring on her finger and I noticed that
the car she drove away in was a new Cadillac. I couldn't
understand itt How could anvone eat frozen oiz2j,aand call it
nutritious, much less a meal? That was her.choice: she went
into a' tocal grocery store and bought it. That was her
choice ... but was it?
In order to make an intelligent decision, you usually must
know something about the product you are buying. You also
need an understanding of good nutrition and what nutrients
are cleaned from what foods.
After making the decision to learn more about my diet, I
contacted the Ada County Extension Office and the Home
Economics department at BSU. I then checked out some
general texts on nutrition. The research I've done suggests
that there are many sources available on the subject of
nutrition. Elaine Long, Boise State's nutrition expert,
believes that good nutrition Is not. necessarily changed
through education. She states that individuals must take it
upon themselves to find out what nutrients are in the food
they eat and how they can change their diet to make it more
balanced. Oliver E. Bryd, author of nutrition sourccbook,
says that studies made of the eating habits of college
students. show that "there
are inadequacies
in the
diet". Also, some authorities believe that food faddism and
nutrition quackery are responsible for some of the poor
eating habits of the American people. It seems the people
vulnerable to food quackery are adolescents, old people, and
people with chronic conditions such as arthritis or obesity.
The daily diet for most people should include about 50
nutrients. Educators have made the following of a good diet'
simply by dividing food into four basic groups; milk
products, protein, fruit-vegetable and grains (illustrated in
· table I). By following this outline youwill have a balanced
diet and all the 50. nutrients needed for good health ..
Nutritionists suggest two cups of milk daily for an adult,
though three onces of cheddar cheese, or four cups of
cottage cheese are equivalent. The two servings of protein
· recommended can be met by eating two ounces of Jean
meat, fish or poultry twice 'a day or four tablespoons, of
peanut butter. The recommended servings supply approximately 1200 calories a day for an adult.
.
The food we eat has two different properties, palatabilty
and nutrient value. Palatability is determined by the shape
and size; color- and smell, and the taste and texture of food.
Most of us are able to select Our food according to
palatability and as a result eat more fruits and meats than
our ancestors. Food industries are able to change food and
create foods. Unfortunately, palptability and nutritional
value a.e two different qualities. Because a food is palatable
does not mean it has nutritional value. John Yudkin states,
" ... satifying ones palate is no longer a guarantee that one is
satisfying nutritional needs."
. The foods that are changed and created are what concern
me. Foods' like candy, ice cream, cookies, soft drinks, and a
wide range of 'convenience foods all contain sugar, or
industrial sugar specifically, sucrose. Sugar is added to
vegetables, and fruits; it is used by the food industries
because it is sweet, and people are more tolerant of a variety
of textures and flavors if the food is sweet. It adds bulk to
candy, can exist in either crystallized or noncrystallized
forms, and it is also soluble in water. In small quantities,
sugar can enchance the flavor of other ,foods without adding
sweetness.
· Sucrose in the diet contributes 17% or 18% of the average
caloric intake in the United States and United Kingdom.
· 70% of the sugar consummed is in the form of manufacted
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the diet in Yemen was quite high in animal fats and butter,
but w~ low in sugar. When the immigrants arrived they
changed tlieir diet and started eating sugar.
The possibility that sugar and diabetes might be related
has also been studied. The report, "Evaluation of the
Health Aspects of Sucrose as a Food Ingredient," sponsored
by the Food and Drug Administration, states that; "several
reports suggested an impaired glucose tolerance in rats and
humans fed sucrose for several weeks."
There arc some steps you can take to cut down the amount
of sugar you eat in a day. (1) usc sugar substitutes whenever
possible, (2) decrease the amount of sugar called for in
recipes. Try cutting the amount of sugar in half, and instead
of sugar use vanilla flavoring or other spices and (3) read the
labels on products, if you don't know how much sugar has
been added, the ingredients are listed in relation to the
amount in the product.
Simply an awareness of what a balanced diet is and what
feeds and drinks to avoid may significantly change your·
diet.

12

foods. What is so alarming about the amount of sugar eaten
is that it has no nutritive value. It provides one-fifth of the
calories in the average diet, and as a result two things can
happen: either, the diet becomes inadequate because
calories are being consumed which have no nutrients, or the
individual becomes overweight because he continues to
consume the same amount of calories and adds the
unneeded calories from sugar. _
Sugar added to vegetables and the sugar you put in your
coffee may make you, overweight or malnourished and
- contribute to dental cavities. Yet there are more reasons to
be aware of the amount of sucrose you eat. John Yudkin
M.D., author of 'Sweet and Dangerous, has found that
individuals with cardivascular disease consume more sugar
than persons without the disease. A.M. Cohen observed
that recently arrived immigrants from Yemen had very little
coronary disease, though the' disease was common among
Yemenites who had immigrated twenty or so years earlier,
CONTINUED
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people in remote areas remaining uniformed of advances in
The Friday afternoon program started with a band as
we talk' about reallocating resources on whatever level we
small scale systems developed in urban areas, and vice
David Morris, Director of the ilnstiture for Local Self must keep in mind those two methods of operation. The
versa, (2) demonstration homes utilizing energy conservaReliance, teamed with Bender to present "Community
competitive marketplace is extremely efficient: if you think
tion and self sufficiency concepts, (3) perfected packaging
Skills Development". As they waited for the hall to fill, they
you can make a million dollars, the competitive route can
exchanged comments with the early arriva!s from a late
bring that about almost overnight. You hock your car, your. techniques and tables dealing with the energy expended in
creating a product established and placed on the label, and
lunch. Commenting on the traditional grant flow from the
kids, you cheat, lie, work twenty hours-a day, you do
(4) the desire for seed money to local artists and print coops
Foundation to 'universities, Bender lamented that having
whatever it takes. From an individual perspective, it seems
to produce child oriented books showing how the energy
once been a, part of the academic environment, he could' like an easy thing to do. For a grant, you better have that
problem can be dealt with through non competitive sharing
identify with (although no longer tolerate) the attitude of proposal in triplicate: the people who give out those grants
and self consciousness raising. There were many other
that environment where the prestige of being awarded the
have someone looking over their shoulders for potential absuggestions.
The Food/ Agriculture cgroup yearned for
plum deterred from the seriousness Of the project.
use; they have peer review and non-peer review and you can
analysis of local food distribution systems now in operation
Wondering aloud about a course of action to counter such
see that a massive amount of paperwork has to be done beand local economy. The level of demand on local financial
unproductivity,
Bender called on his co-speaker to
fore youridea bacomes a funded one. The tragedy is that this
resources was a subtopic of the above as was the degree of
comment. Morris came straight to the point. •'I think there
bureaucratic process stems' from a very worthwhile reason,
useful innovation. Tackling the bigger issues were the
are two issues that don't often come up a appropriate
to guard against favoritism, but in the long run applicants
people in the land subcommittee who wanted efforts
technology conferences that need to be addressed."
he
spend more money trying to impress these people with the
increased towards reclamation of land and alternative
stated. "One is the issue of coercion and the other is the one
merit of their proposals than they will eventually receive in
sources of funding made available to make it economically
oftheprivate
marketplace versus the grant economy. And
return. In summary, I would hate to see this movement
feasible for people interested in entering farming to get
I'd like very much for those to be centr .. 1 themes, because in
become the movement of local "seltish sufficiency."
started. Besides preservation of farmland, they also wanted
.a number of ways, that is the essence of what we're talking
It was just these sort of remarksthat singed the ears of the
more done to explore development rights and possible
'about, Most of the people here and elsewhere are saying
NSF representatives.
By the morning of the second day,
.
that the government should give our money back, but grveit they were ready to respond. Did the practicioners of this - substitutions to the outright ownership of land.
As the proceedings carried on, the inexperience of ~():ne
back to whom? Should they giv~it
back to the', state
technology plan to come forth with specific ideas" or was the'
participants
in such affairs was evident in passmg
government, the city government, fu your neighborhood, or remaining time going to be used to castigate the Foundation
remarks," I'm uncomfortable with this process," said one
.simply back to you? What it tends ~ come down to is, give it further? These remarks generated an immediate reply from'
bearded male. Replied a counterpart in the next chair,
back to 'me', And the 'point boils q'own to not taking it in the
the persons in attendance. Did the Foundation plan to put
"Yae, so !lm I, but sheesh, we're in it now."·
first place, and the problem here lies in the fact' that you their money where their mouth was, or was the conference
have forgotten what a government
is for. What a' simply a facade to give the appearance of imput while opting
Later that afternoon the workshops ground to a conclusion
government should do is the projects that are too big for an 'for business as usual at award time? The critics of the
and the multitudes returned to the Geology lecture hall
, individualto do. Realistically, there are many sucli projects,
process pointedto the meager two percent of the 5850
where they had started. Here they' were addressed by Roger
that require more than just an, individual's resources, and' million dollar NSF budget allocated for AT as the basis for
Blobaum-from the Small Farm Energy Project, (more on his
secondly, if you're realty concernedab~ut
correcting
their suspicions and concerns. They felt, the movement, had
remarkable experiment in another article) who told the
inequities through redistributing
resources, the~ thir~ly, -shown that the techniques developed actually worked and if
assemblage that he wanted to direct his remarks to the
you have to bewilling to direct resources to certain ethical, the NSF wanted to really get to the root.of the. movement's
clement of skepticism- arid. discouragement
that he'd
- channels. Of course, our government and many governments
problems: it oculd be defined by ~ne wl?rk: exposure: If t~e
detected among attendees. He noted that eleven Federal
have turned bureaucratic and we tend to oppose them. ~ut
palms administering the pursestrings really were serious JD
agencies were now involved in .Appropriate Technology
, . when you say, give it back to me, you align yourselves With their overtures to the participants, then why an appropri~programs and in his own survey found the number to be
thos-e who feel ..like there' should be no welfare, no more tion of two per cent? How should people respond when their
thirty. In some instances, he .went on to say., the -persons
unemploymebt.insurance,
no ?,or~ low income program~,
ideas are already slotted as low priority before tbe~'ve' had a
involved had genuine commitments, "A sizable number. of
and basically, those who have It will be able to hold onto It chance to present them? An attempt at compromise finally
people want to know about this development. At this time 50
and those who don't have it will just have to do without. We ' resulted in both sides agreeing that although such a stipend
or 60 individuals arc working on pieces of legislation that are
should seriously understand that that is the dynarn~c. I do?'t , was indeed meager, passing up-the chance to have some
true alternatives. It's significant that the director of one
mind the first step, which is th~t bi~ govem~e,nt IS a major : input was rash and self-defeating. Now that everybody
subcommittee dealing with such matters has publicly said
problem; what I mind is the California ProPOSltiO~ 13 sort of understood each other slightly better, the conferees bustled
that more financing has to be made available to ATers on .
dynamic which says the cutbacks should go right to my hurriedly to the strategy sessions where the specifics were
the local level to maximize the 'beneficial results of this
pocket. Also, in the last twenty years you have seen the 'the order of the day.
movement. The veterns of the AT dynamic must resolve
emergence of two types of econo.n,ties, leaving out for now,
No stone of substance was left unturned.
In the
within themselves to hold the feet of the politicians to the
the half dozen or so th.at are techn~cally there. The first way sub:;equent workshops the guest speakers o~~rated grease
fire. We have to guard against isolationist tendencies and
for one to get moneyis to go out Int? the marketplace and
penCils as the folks doing the listening the prevIous day now
not be afraid to challenge the system and the way it does
hustle. You're judged a success or fatlur~ b~ed on whether
had the opportunity for input. Senior citizens, engineem,
things. Appropriate technologists
have nQthing to be
• anyone bought your product. The other I~ that you can go designers journalists, counter culturalists, farmers, educaashamed of; the movement is not an illegitimate one, so it's
into the grant economy and hustle, where Irs wh.o you ~ow
tors min~rities and women all voiced their opinions. The
only natural that people' involved in implementing AT'
and you go through incredible bureauracacle~ WJth the Id~a depth of focus started to become 'prohibitive as the list grew
st:ategies perfect better ways of ~haring. If that involves
that you mayor may not get the prize. There s a subs!antlal
and those aiding in keeping the flow going ,took to cursing
using government money, so be it. It's only realistic to
amount of money, billions of dollars disposed of by thiS part
the clock and the short time allocated for such an important
expect the government to have an interest in evergy ideas
of the econpmy, which now makes up thirty per .cent of t1~e part of the process. Nonetheless, the task proceeded with
and community improvement programs. The time is ripe for
workfurce, meaning those hundreds of person!: Involved tn- smaller groups facillitating tJie necessity of prioritizing the
people concerned with maintaining the vitality of what we're
the variouS non-profit service sectors. Thirty five. ye~rs ~g<>, numerous suggestions. A look at some of the charts proves
doing to agressively purs\le the opportunities and shore up
nobody knew what 'non-profit' was. These mstitutlons
.
th
d ~
(1)
the networking that has gotten us this far. You've goithe
.
fro
fit
akin institutions'
enlightening. The Energy group saw, e nee lor,
a
ideas and the 'ethical base, DO\}' is the time to DO IT!"
°thPerahteveryd dlfferentlYd d,m dProantag~s Th~refore whe~
Northwest Energy Skills bank to overcome the problems of
ey ave a vantages an
Isa v
.
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What does the Idaho outdoors have to do with team work team for the whole staff, but they probably learned the most
and group accomplishment? The office of Student Residen-. about working together by the end of all the tasks. The next
tial Life chose McCall, Idaho as the setting for a staff two teams made it up the rock with careful consid~ration for
retreat, before school started. With a staff of thirty-two
each other; the last team decided the exercise was too
independent members, it is important for everyone to dangerous, which showed they were working together and
realize we are all working asa team to accomplish the same
that getting up the rock was not going to break up their
goal: To complement the academic atmosphere that prevails
team, .even though some members wanted to try it.
in the classroom and to provide 'a good atmosphere for both
The next task 'was to get two teams on top of a log in
physical and mental growth in a residence hall with a large
numerical order and,
switch places so that the person
number of people living in close proximity. To help build the
in the number one spot. traded places with the person in the
g.roup spirit, we were going to attempt some group exercises
sixteenth spot, without falling off the log. This took a lot of
that sound like they were made for the Marines but are done
listening to each other's suggestions, plus a good sense of
with the thought of an Outward Bound exercise, a new balance! Another exercise was to be done without talking.
concept in individual and group discovery. These exercises
Coordination, balance, and being able to communicate
were designed by' a doctoral student at Colorado State
nonverbally were, very important in this one. Each team was
University as part of his dissertation with the purpose of to get to five successive points(such as a large rock or a tree
building team unity under stressful conditions.
stump) located ..bout thirteen feet apart, with the' use of only
The purpose of. these tasks was to establish. within the
two ..four-inch in diameter logs. Most teams were able to do
group the feeling of caring about each other" to make each
it; some teams lost-all their members and did not "lake it all
person aware of what the other person is saying and .to learn
without 'louching the ground.
to listen and to be aware of others. If,you can accomplish
-,
this, you have, a, group that cares about each other and a
The most dangerous exercise was kept for last, and when
group who listens to each other. There are two more goals told what was involved, the grOUP&wondered if accomplishthat need to be 'accomplished. The first one is the realization
ing it was even possible, Each team was given one,
thatworking as a team, a group can accomplish anything
seven-foot long log and were instructed to get' each member
they put their minds to, The second goal is to help, each over a six-and-a-half-foot fence without touching it. This
member in the group realize their capabilities, both
may not sound too tough, but how do you get the last person
mentally and physically. This does not only mean what they over or how do you work with people who are scared of
themselves are capable of, but how he or she feels mentally
heights? Have, you ever climbed a log eight-inches in
towards others who excel or are less capable of performing
diameter and at a sixty degree angle, with much help? It
an activity in their group .. When working as a team, not was hard work: some team members faltered fora moment
everyone has the same abilities and you need to prepare
as they were lifted up on the log over the net before jumping
yourself to realize this and to process these feelings into, " to the other side. Some 'fell and had to be lifted again. Yet
how can I help the other person?"
,once
more, planning, group determination' and team work
The first exercise was to get your team over a ten-foot, rock' won out, and most of the teams got' all their members over
with no hand holds or ropes. All the teams wanted their
without many scrapes and bruises.
'
efforts to be times, so the first group literally threw their'
These exercises were fun, but they were important for the
team members up the rock, and, with more minor scrapes,
staff as a whole to let them know they have each other for
they accomplished it within two minutes. Then it was time
support and mutal confidence. The Resident Advisor's job is
for a lecture to the' whole group about working with a difficult cne and it is necessary to know your own
different members' abilities, being scared, and learning
capabilities and the capabilities of the staff members you
about each others' ideas by listening. Group 1 was the test
work with.
'

For those of you who feel that disco music represents the
music industry's last slide into decadence, a musical
alternative is alive and (sometimes) well in punk rock. Punk
rock, or New Wave music, as it's sometimes .called, has
received quite a bit of hype in recent years, much of it
exaggerated.
The media has represented punk rock bands in a scathing
manner, asking you to believe that these rock groups and
their followers are all brain-damaged social misfits, with
nothing better to do than pierce various parts of their
anatomy with safety pins and paper clips (a quaint punk
custom). I'm sure this is true of some, but it's a gross
misrepresentation
of others, 'many
who are serious
musicians.
To 'understand and, perhaps, appreciate punk rock, it's
necessary to know where and why it started. Basically, this
musical form resulted from the social, political, and
economic hardships existing in Great Britain.
Many
Englishmen,
mainly between the ages of 16. and 25 feel
isolated, abused, and totally helpless to deal with the social
structure that determines their lives.
Musical protest,
apparently, becomes their only way to speak out.
- So, like The Rolling Stones and The Who before them,
these English youths try to change their world, or at least
shake it up a little. As a result, we have the Sex Pistols
taking wicked swipes at the Queen, and clamoring for
"Anarchy in the U.K." The Sex Pistols notwithstanding,
most groups have slightly higher aims. The Pistols shone
brightly for a while, but quickly slid back into obscurity.
Slowly but surely, British and American punk bands are
coming out of the shadows.
Why is it, in a country as
diversified as the U.S., that these groups are having so
much trouble getting heard? One reasong might be the
social and economic condition of this country . We do have
poor people, unemployment and inflation, but we do not feel
it as intensely as the English feel their problems.
The most obvious reason might be the' structure of our Top
40 radio stations, which play records to, make money for
themselves and for their advertisers.
Barry Manilow and
the Bee Gees clearly draw' in more revenue than Patti Smith
or Elvis Costello. Smith did manage to have a recent Top 40
hit with "Because the Night," but the battle has only
begun.
'
Could you imagine calling up one of the local commercial
radio stations and asking them to play "something by Elvis
Costello or Talking Heads"?
'They'd probably, laugh
uproariously and ask you how long you've been on drugs.
, Some people have no sense of humor I
Admittedly, many of these punk bands (the Sex Pistols ,
among them) are so hideously, bad that they make a group ,
like Kiss look wonderful by comparison. If you think you're
interested in hearing a 'sampling of this genre, listen to
"Horses" or "Easter", both by Patti Smith, anything by
. Costello 'or Bruce' Springsteen (the most eloquent of the
bunch), Talking Heads or Nick Lowe.
'
These choices are obviously colored by my own bias. Like
many forms of music, there are all to often more weeds than
flowers.
Some of it borders on brilliance, much of it
amounts to garbage, and the verdict remains up to you. The
'point doesn't hinge-on whether or not you like punk rock,
but whether you've made the decision to like or dislike it.

Art Supply
IDAHO'S LARGEST
DEALER
featuring Majolf' Brands:
Grumbacher
Crescent Cardboard
Winsor Newton
Kohrinoor
Perrnonent Pigments
Strathmore
Sculpture House
Chart Pak
Bienfang

Liquitex

Speedball

Bee Paper

X-Acto

Pickett

Testrite

Ulano

Eberhard Faber
D'orches

A·W-Faber
Clearprint

Pentalic

Osmiroid

820 W. Jefferson 345-2564
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From 9:00
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Fri.Oct. 6 FREEBEERFor First 100
,Admission 2.00
Beer 35¢
Pitcher 1.50
1.0.check on 19.,StOver
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ENTERTAINMENT

Wny should a simple poster that
attracted a.hardcore of followers
eadllnes"Charlie Retums"cause
(lnc!udlng your humble reporter)
ew normally sedate students to and there's sort of an understandIght up like dry tinder? V\ItIat ing that ... well, we feel as If we
own him.
war has that floppy-hatted,
uitar-strummlng flguare 10 transBy the time you read this, many
orm the mundane Into the lull
of you may have already discoverfore the.storm?
ed an answer to the mystery.
It's kind of hard to explain.
Maguire played last night In the
arlle Maguire has appeared on
Lookoutat the SUB. He'll mesmerhe Boise State campus on six. Ize a crowd With his songs about
Ionsin the last 3th years. His
the common life, Invite them to
1I0w, emotive' style of folk ,sing along with some of the more
nglng and harp playing has
well-known numbers, and before

Quite possibly there's one of
long he'll have wooed the people those unofficial fan clubs In every
into singing along, unsolicited, In spot where Maguire plays reguspite of themselves.
larly. And doubtless, In every
Maguire will stretch his meager locality there's the tacit sentiment
fee past two nightly performances . that Charlie holdsa special place
and sing on the streets to promote In his heart for that locality; and
als coffeehouses. It's clear to see
who knows-he Just might. After
he Just plain loves to sing and to all, he treats every member of
11ft the spirits of the people every audience personally and
everywhere: he oets hlch by warmly, without even having to
. : 'q everyone else high.
speak to any Individual.

ro Monsters

Cometo think of It, maybe we do
own him. Maybe every person
who's ever seen Charlie Maguire
perform owns a little part' of him.
Don't just take my word for It,
sentimental fool that I am. Charlie's playing again tonight in the
Lookout, 8 p.m. I only costs fifty
cents, or a dollar If you're not a
student, so bring a friend. Believe
me, the experience Is something to
share.

1826 Main St.

drinks 15 or: more cups of coffee
Y Chuck Bufe
'.
. lNhy, you may be asking . per day could probably do the
urself, would anyone want to same); and Leachman'stalents are
lew a four-year-old movie play- completely wasted In the Idiotic
·;f ,ilEl assumes.
g In town for the umpteenth
Considering what else Is playing
lme?Good question. Here's why:
) I had never seen YounQ around town, Young Frankenstein
,.. , • J bad bel.· It produces just
e, ·'kenstein; and 2( the quality of
enough laughs to let you go home
~. ','(Ivies playing around town
w 1C1t improved since I last corn- smiling, feeling as though you
hadn't been ripped off. Young
lalnedabout It - so, it was either
Frankenstein is currently playing
oung Frankenstein or The Nlghtat the Vista Theatre.
/I Nurses Meet Doctor Yes and
e Runaway HormoneS.
Young Frankenstein is one of
el Brooks' genre films; Blazing
ddles (a Western spoof), and
igh Anxiety (a Hitchcock takeoff)
all in the same category. Like
th of those, Young Frankenstein
elles heavily on sight gags,
lapstlck, double entendre, and
one-liners- "Pardon me boy,
s that the Transylvania Statlpn?"
n quality It falls somewhere.
weenthe two;Hlgh Anxiety Is a
terpiece of lowbrow humor,
d Blazing Saddles Is the NationI Review of comedy, sort of a
inematic Auschwitz.
Many of the performers In Young
rankenstein should be familiar to
rooks fans: Gene Wilder as the
Itle character, Marty Feldman as
hunchback with a movable
nch, and Clorls Leachman as
etakerof the Frankenstein cas. Wilder is competent,. droll,
d occasionally boring; Feldman
ce again demonstrates his 0011y to extrude his eyes a full 3/4 of
,inchfrom his head (anyone who

MOHDA Y THI\U THURSDAY 5-8

PM

Buy one Finger SteakDinner at regular price, get 2nd Finger SteakDinner for $1.00 off
and free beverage.

FRIDA Y ,AND SATURDAY 5-8

PM

Buy one Finger SteakDinner or any of our fine seafooddinners and receive 2nd Finger
Steak or seafood Dinner for $1.00 off and free beverage.
,
Must bring this ad for special price EXPIRE,~ 10/31/78

HOME OF THE ORIG.irJl.A.L FINGER STEAK! .

J

wfll be at the Bookstore on Thursday, October
5th, from 11:00 am to 1:00 pm. He will b~ autographing coples of his .new book, There Will Be a
Road,originally published at $7.95.

B

Thecomplex political situation of
e Middle East will be discussed
JoelStoneWednesday, October
at 8 p.m. in the Nez Perce room
the Boise State University
udent Building.
A graduate of Massachusetts
stltute of Technology, Stone has
udied political science, history,
d Hebrew. He has maintained a
e-Iong interest In the Middle
and subscrlbesto publications
ing with the subject. Presently
ne Is employed as a member ot
Vocational-Technical staff' at

U.
e Fall Lecture Series at BSU is
esented by the FacUlty Wives
d Women· and the Student
nion Programs Board. A general
bllc donation Is requested for:
U student scholarships.
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This is a believable, touching
story of two young men and
their triumph over nature. The
place is Southern Idaho; the
time, the winter of 1928-29.
Jake Monenson
and Scotty
Tubbs are spending the winter
in the deep woods to cut trees
they hope to sell for Ienceposts .
to local farmers. Onenigltt they
.rerurn to their campsite to find it
burned out. Left without pro:
visions, with twenty-five miles
through deep snow to the nearest town and a blizzard coming
up, ehey set out. Tbeir own
personal odyssey, the obstacles.
they face and overcome, make·
this novel of character and
survival a stunning and in spirarionalxlebut for a fine writer.
Dwight Jensen is a freelance
. writer' who bas held various
positions with newspapers and
TV stations in the West. He is a.
native of Idabo who currently
lives in Boise.
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One-Man
Exhibition
In conjunction with "the Idaho Art
Wayne Thiebaud;
Stll/Utes;'.
Association Conference, and the
Figures, and·Landscapes Is scheGovernor's Conferenceon the Arts
duled to open at the Boise Gallery
which 19scheduledOCtober5, 6, &
of Art on thursday, OCtober5, at 8
7. The Artist, Wayne Thiebaud,
p.m. This exhibition will feature a
will be In attendance at the
retrospective survey of the work of
opening.
one of the West Coast's most
In addition to the opening recepinfluential artists and teacherS.
tionist for Wayne Thiebaud, the
His Influence asa painter, colorist,
BSU Music Department Jazz Enand teacher has placed him historIcally as a leader during the past , semble, .under the direction of
, Mike sambaJl, will provide a jazz
few decades.
concert at the entrance to the
Since about 1950, the work .ot
Gallery. The concert Is made
Wayne Thiebaud has been seen In
possiblethrough funding from the
12B one-manexhibitions, and beeR
included in nearly 200 group·, Idaho" Commission on the Arts
designated for the Governor's
shows. In addition, his work has
Conference on the Arts.
appearedthrough exhibitions in at
least ten foreign countries.
Thiebciud's style Is highly personal, clear and distinct. The
artist considershimself, and hence,
his work, part of the A~icana.
Learn sign language. Register in'
With some exceptions, the artist's
a class sponsored by the Boise
style has always been realistic;'
State University Sign' Language
however, it Is far from being
Club beginning OCtober 3 In the
photographic or aetuaJlstlc. The
BSUUbrary, Room 11ljAat 7 p.rn,
, artist deals with a wide range of
Paula Barraclaugh, Boise State
sublect matter: Still life, figures,
interpreter and member of the
portraits, land and city scapes. He
Idaho Registray of Interpreters for
is well known for his frontal
the Deaf will instruct the course
singular views of pastries, sucwhich will cost $15. For further'
kers, and other etlbles,
information, . contact Margarita
The exhibition will open with a
Sugiyama, BSU Student Advisory
gala preview opening reception at
the Gallery on Thursday, OCtober and Special Services, Room 114,
5th, at 8 pm. The opening will be ,Administration Building.

PSA

Homecoming Queen
and
_Distinguished
BSU Administrator, Facutty,'
or Staff
'
Nomination forms
& 8xlOpictures due

MondOY, October 9, 1978
WI

In Siudent ACTIvities Office, 2nd floor, SUB

No later than 4:00 P.M.
student organizanon's articles and pictures
for the homecoming magazine are also
due at this TIme and location.
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Governor's Art Conference
In what may well become the
eatest collection of artists ever
assemble in Idaho, the Fifth
lennlal Governor's Conference
the Arts is scheduled for
ober 5th, 6th, and.7th in Boise.
e Idaho Commission on the
rts, host for the event, has
rmed the three days of work..
hops, performances and exhibits
'a gathering." While numerous
organizations will be sponsor-'
ng workshops for members,
here'll be plenty of opportunity
the general public to take part
d benefit from the talented
mbly.
Musicians, painters, poets,
iters, theater performers, ballet
artists, folk dancers, craftsmen
and teachers will be attending the
workshops at Boise State University as well as performing at the
SpecialEvents Center, Julia Davis
Parkand the Boise Gallery of Art.
Registration for the Conference
is $1.00 and the performances'
range in price from $2.00 to $4.00
each, with some free admissions.
Tickets for the entire threEHlay
workshop(performances Included)
can be purchased for $17.00, or
$15.00 for senior citizens and
students. Interpreters for the deaf
will be available at all conference
eventson a flrst-corne, first-served
basis.

r

"Multi-Media Arts presentation"
featuring a series of modern
dances. Choreographed by Samantha Thomas, the four pieces are:
"Ladles In Waiting," "Emerggence," "Labarlnth,'" and "Jazz
Suite."

Nez Perce Dancers:
This professional group has been
performing traditional dances of
the Nez perce tribe for nearly
twenty years. The group will be
utilizing two dancers and two
drummers
to oerform some
-xhlbltlons such as the Hoop
dance, the Shiver dance, and
others which will be narrated.·
Balet Florkorico Alma de Atzlan:
The Baret, now four years old, is
composed of thirty dancers ranging from six to twenty years of
age. Their dancesare from various
states in mexico and represent the
values and dress customs of each
state. Dances are from Jallsco,
Vera Cruz, ChiapaS,Oxaca, Nuevo
L eon, and Guerrero,
Jazz Band I
One of the two jazz ensembles at
the University of Idaho. The group
of twenty musicians has recently
performed with artists such as Bud
Brisbois, Rich Matteson and Gary
Foster. They have toured the

Northwest and .recently performed
at the Regional Music Educators
National Conference in Spokane.

Sohe;uslof
Performsnceg

12:00-2:00 pm • Box lunch In Julia
Davis Park with performances by
Olnkarl Dancers, University of Idaho
FacultyQuartot and Nez Perco DaJ>cors
8:00 pm • Ballot Folk of Moscow, BSlI
spec. Evonts Ctr.
Saturday, OCtober 7:

Wednesday, October 4:

Uni~rsity
of Idaho Faculty
Quartet:
This new group was formed to
bring Improvisatory sounds of a
live chamber jazz ensemble to the
listening audience of Idaho.
Comprlsed of three faculty members and one student, the group's
repertoire enlists old standards as
well as contemporary songs.

8:llO-4:00 - Performances In Julia Davis
Park by Nex Perco Dancors; BSU
Commldla Dell'arte; Balet Florkorlco
Alma de Atzlan; Idaho Public Theatre;
Mini-Repertory; U of I Jazz Band I;
Olnkarl Basque Dancors; Synthesizer
Concert by Jim Reynolds; ISU Puppet
Theatre
'
12:00 Noon - Governor's Awards Luncheon, performance by ISU Baroque
Ensemble, BSU Ballroom 8:30 • Sun
Valley Center Multi-Media Arts presentation, Ballroom BSU.

8:00 pm - Montana Repertory Theatre,
"Play On," BSU spec. Events Cotr.
9:15 - H. Paul Kflss, "The Lunar
Shakespeare (The Light and the Dark
Side)," BSU Spec. Events Ctr ..
Thursday, October 5
8:00 prn - Opening of Wayne Thiebaud
Exhibit, with performanco by BSU
Baroque Ensemble, Boise Gallery of
Art.

Jim Reynolds:
Reynolds' first experience with
synthesizers was in 1974 while
studying composition at BSU. His
groWing involvement has produced scores for several theatrical
productions, Including BSU's
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest," Boise L1tt1e'Theatre's"Rip
Van Winkle,"
and the Doug
Copsey Productions' "A Midsummer Night's Dream," and
•'The Two Gentlemen of Verona."
The wizard character Reynolds
will be portraying in his synthesizer concert made his first
appearance ln "The Two Gentlemen of Verona."

Performers and Groups
Montana Repertory Theatre:
"Play On"
Is. one of the
pertorrrances from Their "Artists
in the Schools" program whIch
will begin Its. ·slx7week tour of
Idaho at the Conference. Three
professionalaetors will' perform
this bright, fast-paced' theatre
plece which explores the development of play and recreation In
modem society.
H. Paul Kliss:
Atalenfed ~dlrector and eceomplished· actor; Kllss has put
together this one-man show of
readingssubtitled' "The Light and
Dark Sideof Shakespeare." K11~
will take the audience through the •
'''Dark Side" In a series of
readings from the "Henry" plays
andthe "Light Side" In a series of
~; readings from "Romeo
and
.ll Juliet" "Merchant of Venlce,'·~:. "~Iet,"
-. '·'Othello,"
"Much
Ado About Nothing," "Twelfth
Night" and selected sonnets.

Sound west cuts down the cost of skiing; in fact right now
we've taken two of. our most popular stereo systems, the
1979 Model Sony and the 1979 Model JVC and are ready to
offer a great- wi'nter deal to kick-off
the 1978 Ski Season
and save you some money ana new Stereo System.

OUR OFFER
1979 MODEL SONY

1979 MOD.EL JYC

~~

I

oIA·S31 AMP •••••••.••
$~:;9.95
0QLA·2T,bl •.••..•..•.
$189.95
oSK.)OOOSpeak.rs. .....•
549.95
oADC QLM·32 H"dl •....• ~

'989.80
oPST·) Direct Dri" bbl •••.••• 139.95
oSTR·2aOO Sier .. Rec'i'er •...• 220.00
oSSU·2000 Speakers. ••••.••.
$300.00
oTCK·2A Clue"' D,ck. •••••• $21J!I.GO
oADC QLM·~2N"dl, ..•..••.
$~

.

'ff;

j.

se

Wayne Thiebaud:
A well-known American painter,
director and graphic. artist. He
oocupies a special place among
representatives of pop art. for his
distorted renderings· of Images
(especially convenience food)· In
which his bright, adyertlslng use
ofcolor ,makeshlsobjectsstlll more
flashy and synthetic. A resident of
Sacramentohe Isa member or the
faculty at the University
of
California at Davis.
Ballet Folk of Moscow:
Now in Its seventh season, the
Ballet Folk has gained much of Its
pOpularity and recognition becauseot Its unique ChOreography.
The company specializes
In
themes which explore tM Amarlcantradltlonand spirit. Ballet Folk
hasadded four new works for the
19~79seasOn: ."The History, of
the Unsung,"" Arma' Christie,"
"The HOOyn Variations;"
and
"Dances from Marco Spada."
Sun Val/eyCenter
Humanities:
The Center has

on the Arts
put

YOURCH

ICEO

with B~gusBasi~

'909.&0

95

,

OR ONLY
34.65 DOWN
38.24 MONTHLY

Pass

II
That's right, corrie in, pick your system and get a FREE Season
Pass to BogusBasin.
Already havS' a stere?7Stop
by ~nd see
our other specials that include great savmgs on TV s, .tape
recorders and car stereos and let us show you how you can
.save lots of money on your ski pass. .

THE GREAT SKI PASS GIVE-AWAY

.~.
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Isthis any way to begin a love affair?

PETERFONDA·DENNIS HOPPER
JACK NICHOL~~~~SHOWTlME~:"", 00
'F"

. 'I'<:"$~':x

.~

_I.'

-

-

~:t

'/""'::':'<""12:00

~~'..,~,~,

.;.\.'1>:.'

.

-Penelope ollhatt, New Yorier Magalme

A JACK ROWNS-CHARLES

H JOFFE PROoucnON

I "INTERIORS I
NOW SHOWING!
WEEKDAYS AT
7:30 & 9:30
MATINEES
SAT-SUN:
FROM 1:30

KRISTIN cnrrrrm
MARYDElll HURT
. RlCIIAHD JOHDAN
DIANE KEATON
KG. MARSHALL
GEHALDINE PAGE
.MAUHEENSTAPLEIDN
SAM WATEHSTON

A COlUMBIA PICTURES RELEASE

Director of Photography GORDON W1WS
Exewtive Producer ROBERT GREENHUT
• Produced by CHARLES H; JOFFE

I Written and Directed by

WCXJO'( AlLE~

~

I
DAIILY TIMES: 1:aO-3dD-4:55&:4D ..8:25-tD:10
pGlpAJI!NTAlGtJtOAIIC(SUIllUTIIlOl

.
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Pictures

Umted ArtIsts
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MELVIN £IMON PresentsA MARTIN POLL PRODUCTION
FARRAH FAWCETI-MAJORS'
JEFF BRIDGES
"SOMEBODY KILLED HER HU<;BAND"
Cosli""rgJOHN WOOD· TAMMY GRIMES· JOHN GLOVER
Mus" Iompcscd andAdaplcdby ALEX NORTH· WnttcnbyREG INALD ROSE
Procucedbv MARTIN POLL· OllcclcdbyLAMONT JOHNSON
Now a Jovr,/HBJ book' 'l;"'Kecps
Gening Suorqe E,.IV Day' Sung by Neil Sedaka

.
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MOUNT McKINlW
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It was the Deltas ~gainst
. the rules ••,.the rules lost!

,
-

,

~
~
~

Slide lecture by the,famous Yosemite .~
and Himalayan climber, Galen Ro- ~
well, W~nesday, October 18, 8:00 ~
p.m., Boisean Lounge.
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ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

'~

~

I
A

comedy ".":,, UnJvmal Pkluros

THEMAITY SIIMIONS • iVAN REITMAN PR00U010N· ..
"NATIONAL lAMPOON'S ANw.Al. HOUSE" ... .., JOHN llElUSHI'llMMATHOON' JOHN VffiNCN
VEI'.NA DlOOM . THOIMS HULa and DONAlD SUTHERlAND ~ .... ....,
Produced by IMTIY SWMONS and iVAN REITMAN· Music by ElMER DERNSTEIN
Wrirren by HMOLD 1\Af,\JS, DOUGlAS KENNEY& OINSMlU£R'
Direoed by JOHN lANDIS
Soog 'AN""'- HOUlE' Compo>ed

."",,,,,,,,,,,,,,'0"'0."'.,
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daily at 7:45 & 9:45
. MATINEES SAT-SUNAT1:45,
3:45, 5:45,7:45& 9:45
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I

~ Robert Donat & Madelei'necarro!1
~ starin
Hitchcock's 1930's classic
~ blockbuster, 39 Steps--oft~f)'" called
..~t~e apotheo~Js o~ t~e civilized es:~ pronaqe thnller. 8.00 p.m. SUB
~ Ballroom. Students $.50
Non. ~.students $1.00.
.
~
~

.
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~

....,~........,,,..........,""'~
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SPIES ON
CAMPUS

••

,

I
•

,

produced no major new revelations about campus spying. But
testimony from Institutions around
the. country did show a definite
pattern.
Almost any kind of student
political actiVity, no matter how
mild, seems to have Interested
either local, state, or federal
agencies.
seventy student organizations
an~ hun.dredsof individuals at the
U~lverslty of illinois' Chicago
Circle campus, for example, were
watched by the Chicago Police
Dept.'s Subversive Unit. In some
casesstudent Informers were used
to report on other Students's
statements in class. The -lawsuit
that ':!ncovered this spying also
revealed similar red squad files on
other. campuses In the Chicago
area. They include Northwestern
University, the University of Chicago, and the various campusesof
Chicago City College.
__"qjtl.
At the national level, It's known
from recent CIA admissions that

NN ARBOR, MI. (CPS) - A
tional effort to stop governmentspying was organized at a sept.
-24 conference here, and the
pafgn will take especlal aim at
ying on campus. "Wlat is at
e," swore Morton Halperin,
of the sponsoring coalition of
political and religious groups,'
'is the survival of genuine polltldemocracy in this country."
"People have the right to talk
ut their Ideas and contemplate
lIlical action In private, free
ro.n gov"mment interference."
Meeting at the University of
Michigan, site of one of the first
Vietnam war teach-Ins, many of
the 250 activists. attending the
meeting expressed tho hope that
their campaign would also grow
intoa massive national movement.'
Although the campaign To Stop
Government Spying Is attempting
{~to combat political surveillance
~ throughout the country, Inteill'. genceactivities on campus are a
c,' specialtarget. several conference
t: sessions were held to exchange
information about campus spying
• and to discuss strategies for
:; combatting It.

professors and. students are secretly used to collect Information
conference, too. '
about the Ideas and personalities
The conference's major Issue
of foreign students. '
~
not whether campus spying
The CIA uses the Information
existed, but how to stop it.
gathered In both academic and
Conferees generally agreed on
social situations, to recruit foreign
three major approaches to starting
students as spies. Admad Jabbari,
their campaign.
an Iranian-born economist, told
Organizers usually start by using
the conference of how the CIA
the Freedom of Information Act
tried to recruit him while he was a
(FOIA) to get secret government
graduate student. The agency
fII~. nle fll~ t~pically help
wanted his to return to Iran for two
~utlme campus mteillgence activlyears as an informant.
ties, and often lead to lawsuits to
When he refused the offer of
force the release of additional
money and assistance In becoming
information. FOIA requests have
a U.S. citizen, the CIA asked hlm
already been Initiated by indivlto Invite other forlegn students to _ duals, groups and coalitions at
social events, and to collect lnfornE~arly100 colleges. (see "How I
matlon about then political views ' Disoover;~ I Was a Dangerous
Jabbarl refused again, but h~
Radical,).
,
speculated that such spying aAnother, increasingly frequent,
mong foreign students Is probably
strategy of the anti-spying groups
very widespread.
Is to draw up guidelines that would
In another example, the FBI kept
regUlate cooperation with lntellla file on every member of the
gence agencies.
Black Student Union at the UnlHarvard, for example, adopted
vrslty
of California at Santa
gUidel~nescovering Its staff's coBarbara. A paid student informant
operation with Intelligence agenwas used to collect Information on
cies!ast
year. The guidelines

•

!

8

<~

. Nevertheless Syracuse Unlversity and. Ohio State University
have adopted -slmtlar gUidelines'
and they're being considered at
more than 20 other schools.
Anti-spying activists will also be
I?bbylng for strong legislation to.
limit governmental surveillance on
~pus. Recommendedbills would
limit the FBI to the investigation of
~Imes, and prohibit it from followmg political activities.
Legislation providing penalties for CIA
actions that violate the CIA's
charter, which prohibits domestic
surveillance, was also recorn-

BSU members, and BSU leaders "l::r~eq~u:l:re~p~r~of~essors~~who~~r~ecr~u~it~fo~r~~me~n~ded:',
~~~~~~~~
were "harrassed."
~
Conference participants also
described spying at other campuses, where the targets ranged
from, women's. groups to gay
actlvlsts, black, native American
Chicano, Puerto Rican, and eve~
university reform organizations.
The participants were convinced
that sples .were at the Ann-Arbor

Custom Frames

. Wheel Building

f

g

the CIA to register their activities
In a public file In the placement
office. The guidelines also forbid
covert CIA activities and 'the
passing along of the names of
potential student recruits without
the student's prior permission.
CIA director Stansfield Turner has
responded that such limits on staff
contracts amount to abridging
academic freedom.

loclorc 100lJlI - bake
looma- Imported & domosOe yarna - wOavlng &
spinning lupplles - d\lka
dyes Ilatl,k & lace
.upplloa· bookl &

Touring Gear
Pick Ull BolIO Cycling
Club Fall Rlda f1yar and
S"~p Fall, Spoclall ShoOI_

..~..;::;dtP~_""_~
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HONEST, I OIDN'T DO IT
The death of on-the-job- tralnee Pope John Paul I has led to
speculation about the possible
name of his successor., As Alex-:
ander Cockburn recently pointed
ou~!t~e last pope was apparently:
an Ificlonadoof popular music, for
hechoseas his title the first names'
of two of the Beatles. Given the
cat,holi~.hierarchy's penchant for
~mtammg traditions (and invent·;
109 new ones whenever possible)
speculation has centered on th~
question of whether the pope-to~'s appellation will be George
Rmgo I, or Ringo George I.
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LOOKING ~OR A BETTER FI'r?

y

SOFT INSIDE.
8th Sf Marketplace
405 South 8th Street .
Suite 6':111
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Broncos 'ComeBack
to Feca Grizzlies
The Boise State Broncos return
home for another Big Sky Conference football game this Saturday,
hosting the Montana Grizzlies.
Kickoffls set for 7:30 pm MDT in
Bronco Stadium (20,000).
this Is the second straight
league game for both teams. Last

the fans witnessed a wild fourth
note, downing Weber State, 27-7
quarter In which 29 points were
In Ogden, utah. It was Montana's
first win of the season, giving " scored by the two teams.
For BSU, Cedric Minter rushed
them a 1-3 overall, record
for mcire than 200 yards for the
The Broncos staged a classic
second game In a row. The
battle with Montana State before a
sophomore .tailback carried the
replonal televlslon audience and a
ball 29 times for 208 yards. He also
good .crowd of nearly 13,000 ·In
caught 5 passes for another 47
Bozeman. Some outstanding Indiyards. He now has 669 yards
vidual efforts were turned In and

week, the Broncos suffered a 31-29
defeat at the hands of Montana
State. It was BSU's first loss of the
season, giving them a 3-1 overall
mark.
The Grizzlies, on the other hand,
opened Big Sky play on a winning

RI

OVERLAND PARK

l
E
~.m

Fabulous!' That's the
word for a sale like this,
Now you can celebrate at
,MAURICES biggest
OCTOBER
GOLDEN VALUE
EVENT
ever,

JUST LOOK AT OUR
EXCLUSIVE PRESENTATION
OF VALUE·FINDS FOR FALL!
WEEK TWO:

(in a series of Maurices Special
, Purchase buys, that mean
Fashion Savinqs for you!)

rushing in four games, second
best in the nation In Division 1M.
"I was happy with our team
effort," BSU Head Football Coach
Jim Criner said. "However, I was
unhappy with the penalties, turnovers and tackling of the team,"
Criner added.
,"We did have some tremendous
Individual performances though,"
Criner said. "Offensively, Cedric
Minter, of course, David Hughes ..
Hoskin Hogan and Lance LaShelle
all played very well. Our entire
offensive line battled throughout
the game despite occasional breakdowns. Tom Sarette also came
_through with three key field goals.
"Defensively,
we. played very
well at times. In the first three
· quarters Montana State only had
two sustained drives. In the fourth
quarter though, we broke down
technically. For as simple a game
plan as we had, there were just too
many breakdowns,"
Criner said.
Criner also cited linebackers Bob
Macauley, Larry Polowskl and
Larry lewis, and defensive backs
Sam Miller and Larry Morrltt for
excellent .games.
Miller was .named defensive
player of the game by ABC-TV,
and Boise State has been awarded
a $1,000 scholarship from Chavrolet In Miller's name.
Boise State must now prepare for
an . improvh1g Montana GrizZly
team. THe' Grizzlies hold the
dlsinctloil of being the last team to
beat the Broncos In Boise, havelng
done that in 1976.
'~Montanais.
an Improving
football team as indiCated by their
last outings," Criner said. "They·
are a phYllical. team and have an
outstanding receiver In Vern Kelly
· and big play man In tailback Monty.
BiJllerdick.lt
will take .an error
free game for us to win."
.
The Grizzlies are led on offense
by quarterback Tim Kerr, who's
now recovered from a leg Injury.
Kerr directed Montana in last
· Saturday's '0-7 win over
State. Back-up quarterback Bob
Boyes has completed 26 or 44·
passes for 286 yards and 1"
touchdown.
Tailback Monty Bullerdlck leads
tho team. in 'rushing,
averaging
92.5 yardS a game, fourth best In
the Big Sky. Vern Kelly Is the top
pass receiver With 16 catches.
He's the third leading' receiver In
the Big Sky.
Theoffenslva line is led by junior
Guy Bingham, who can play center
guard or tackle.
De:enslvely, the Grizzlies are
leading the Big Sky in rush
defense, giving up onlyn 134.3
Yards a game on the ground. They
are second in total j:jefense, giving
up 302.6 yards a game. The
defense, Is lead by middle linebacker Kent Clausen. (32 tackles),
cornerback Greg Dunn (24 tackles)
and defensive end Sam Martin (28
tackles).
The Grizzlies are averaging 15.3
points a game and giving up 19.5
points a game. They rank 3rd In
scoring defense and 3rd In pass
defense accordfng to the latest Big
.Sky statistics.
.
Offensively, Montana runs out of
a Multiple
I, similar to .Bolse
State's. They have used the shotgun formation sparingly this season.The receivers are good ones,
particularly
wide' receiver Vern
Kelly and tight end Allen Green. .
Defensively, the Grizzlies use a
4-3. They have good. size on the
defensive line and have talented
linebackers. The secondary lsa
veteran one.

weber:

3 Piece Wool Blend

PANTSUITS AND SKIRTSUiTS
Man Tailored, Richly Textured ,..Down to
the last feminine detail. Sharp tailoring
of pockets, vests and handsome lapels,
are mellowed by a highly feminine skirt
or warm woolly trousers, Sizes 5-13.
Choice of classic tweeds, plaids, solids,
herringbones or pinstripes.
Regularly"$78.00

to $90.00

"

59.99

.

WEEK TWO:
STOREWIDE SAVINGS:
Cowl and Turtleneck Sweaters
Regularly $12.00 ••••• ; • • • • . • • • • . . .•
Plaid Shirts
Regularly$)4.00
••.•••••.••••.••...
Famous Maker Jeans
Regularly $20.00 .•. -..•.••
: .•.•••
"
Fall Fashion Sweaters
..
Regularly $19 to $~4 •••••••••••••••
Genuine Leather Coats
Heqularly $170.00. • . • . . • . • . . • . • . . . ..

8.99
9.99
14.99
'
14.99
$99

Mon • Fr. i 0·9

20--TheUniversity

Sun 12-5
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PostGame
by Jim Wolfe
It was a very different saturday
afternoon at Reno H.SaJesStadlum
In Bozeman, Montana,Flrst, there
was regular grass; second, .natural
light· third, a non-partisan crowd;
and fourth, a gan16 very remlnlscent of Tony Knap days; a lot of
offense, not much' defense. Last,
but not least, there was officiating
that vastly resembles that of the
professional ranks.
Boise State outran, outpassed,
but more importantly outfumbled
the Bobcats, leading to a 31-29 win
for Montana State.
Hoskin Hogan passed for 255
yards on 18 of 2B tosses. lonnie
Hughes gathered .ln 5 of those
passes for his second straight 100
plus yardagegan16, this timea 107
yard effort.
Cedric Minter, once again ran
circles around defensive personnel
to gain 208 yards on 29 carries and
another BSU record, most yardage
gained rushing on the road. MIn-
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ter also caught five passes for 47
yards, gave him 255 yards total
offense, more than half of BSU's
total of 501 yards.
,
Montana State's, Delmar Jones
rushed for 182 yards on 28 carries'
most of those yards
'
coming after breaking tackles at
the line' of . scrimmage. Jones'
efforts gained him. the Chevrolet
Offensive Player of the Game on
the ABC regional telecast. Quarterback Paul Dennehy threw for
122 yards on 7 of18 attempts. The
Bobcats rolled up 449 yards of
total offense against the Bronco
defense.
The Broncos appeared ready for
Montana State as they stopped
two early Bobcat drives. Tom
Sarette 6 points for Boise State In
the first half all Reid goals of 47
and 45 yards, and the Bronco's
first three points of the second
half, another 47 yarder, for his
second outstanding effort of the
young season.
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Mistakes In all forms plagued the
Broncos, leading to most of the
MSU scores. Boise State fumbled
four times, losing three of them;
Hogan threw one interception,
stalling another Bronco drive. Mix
these turnovers with a118 yards In
penalties and the formula rarely
leads to success on the scoreboard.
But these mistakes may have been
a reflection on the Intensity of the
gan1e'S hitting.

CROSS-COUNTRY
The university of Washington
Huskies took six of the first ten
places and turned 'In a 15-46 win
over Boise State In a rain-soaked
dual cross country meet Saturday
afternoon in Seattle.
Bill McClernont, the Huskies'
top runner, turned in a Winning
time of 24:26.6 The Huskies, who
are ranked third in the Pac-10, had
four runners finish under 25:00.

MSU was penanzed twice for a
total of 20 yards;
On the bright side, Boise State
did come back from a 28-17 deficit
midway through the fourth quarter, and scored two touchdowns in
the last five minutes, only to fall
two points short. The comeback
was engineered by the pinpoint
passing of Hoskin Hogan and
superb grabs by flanker Lance
LaShelle, the clutch wnning and
receiving of fullback David Hughes, who scored all three BSU
touchdowns, and gained a 111
yards In total offense.
Defensively, Sam Miller was the
shining star of a good pass defense
that picked off two MSU passes.
The defensive line hit, but usually
failed to stop the second efforts of.
the Bobcat running ~,
who
gained a total of 3'lJ yards on the
ground. Also, Paul Dennehy went
unpunished
the whole game,
something the' Bronco defense
rarely allows an opposing quarterback. Sam Miller was awarded the
Chevrolet Defensive Player of the
Game for his efforts.
Jim Criner and his charges are
now In a position they didn't want
and didn't expect to be In, needing
someone else to knock off Montana State to allow Boise State
another Big SkY Championship.
However, talent and determlnatlonpolnt to a super finish to the
Bronco season. So enjoy your
victory, MSU, but don't celebrate
too much. It's early! Very early!!

The top runner for Boise State
was senior Scott Blackburn, who
finished sixth with the time of
24:57. Blackburn was the only
Bronco runner to finish under
25:00 minutes.
BSU GrOSS counrty coach Ed
Jacoby was pleased with' his

team's performance In spite of
Washinton's
Victory over the
Broncos.
"I knew they were going to have
a strong team," jacoby said. They
have several talentectrunners back
this year with quite a bit of
experience" .
Boise State had seven of it's nine
runners earn personal best times
inclUding Karl Knapp, 25:02, Mike
Henry, 25:44, Barry Boettcher,
25:50, and Stan Link at 26:02.
Boise State will host Montana
and Weber State in an 11:00 cross
country meet saturday at Boise's
Julia Davis Park. Both Montana
and Weber State are considered
top contenders for the Big Sky
Championship.

We can help you make

.sure it win bet

Wedding Ir,vitations & Supplies
Bridal Accessories
Albums
Ghower & Reception Supplies
Custom 'Imprintlng
Personal & Meaningful Gifts
Brides - Register for our, Free
Monthly Drawing!
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BoiseState JunIor quick tackle Jack White demonstrated your basic
holdingpenalty to Big Sk'lofficia/s in Bozeman, Montana, .during the
Broncjos'31-29 regionally televised foss.
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DRAFT THIS SUNDAY
& f)/ERV SUNDAY
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With a new hairstyle, designed
exclusively for you, by the Imagemaker_
Come In and find out how we can help
you. be yourself in the best
possible way.
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APPOINTMENTS, Day 8.. Evening,
or a Complimentary
Consultation;
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Bathe your thirsty tongue
'in Q cold, cold besr

336-9111

lmagemaker
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Coach Kendra Falen's volleyball
team will host five visiting teams
of the Bronco courts for the BSU
"Dig and Dive" Invitational Tournament beginning Friday evening
oct. 6 and continUing all day
Saturday, act. 7. The round-robin
tournament includes .teams from
Idaho State University, the College of Idaho, the University of
Idaho, Northwest Nazarene CoI~
lege, and Eastern Oregon State.
Ms. Falen feels that the
interstate rivalries should generate the most Intense matches, (ISU
- BSU - Idaho) and will likely
highlight the entire tournament.
"We beat theU of I for the first
time In three years at the "Tune
Up" tournament two weeks ago.
s
em will be a

Volleyball
hot and heavy revenge match.
They were embarrassed being
beaten in two games."said Falen.
•'Our team Is coming along we're
to. the point of specific unit
positioning now." stated Falen.
"We have some tough women who
are willing to take a lot of punishment and dish it out to other
teams. " she added.
Bronco pl!:1yersto watch for will
be Cindy Simkins on offense, a
J.C. transfer from Califomla wh
had 13 ace spikes In the "Tune
Up" tournament. Shnpklns should

be.extremely effective for BSU as
she ...
spikes with both hands. On
defense watch for Susan Vletyand
Missy Bennett to contribute outstanding digs.
.
Falenlabled U of I as the
toughest team, gaining· favorite'
status by .having gone 3 games
with the University of Washington's "A" team, placing the
Broncos as perhaps 2nd or 3rd In
the tournament.
THE TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE
Friday, OCtober 6 Court 1 Court 2
5:00 pm
C of I·BSU U of I· NNC
6:30 pm
ISU-BSU NNe-EOse
SATURDAY OCtober 1
9:00 am
C of I.EOSC U of I·BSU
10:30 am NNe-BSU . U of I·ISU
12:00pm
ISU-EOSC NNe-c of I
1:30 pm
U of I.e of I
3:00 pm
NNe-ISU.
E05e-BSU
4:30 pm
U of '·EOSC ISU-Cot I

casey's Stick of the Week: Bronco spllt-end Lonnie Hughes realigns a
Bobcat defender's chest cavity with this piercing block during a cedric
Minter run.
.
Next Weeks's Games

softball results

Mon. 9th: Vagls V8 Gang
Morrison Hall V8 Martyrs;

Leagua A: Vagls:.1, Morrison Hall-o;
PJaza's Players-23, Gang World-9;

Tues. 10th: Goodllmers V8 Gamecocks;
Mashers V8 BSU II;

League B: BSU 11-0, Gamecocks-1;
Goodllmers-17, Foul Players-13;

Weds. 11th: Opls V8 CCPO 'Express;
B-3 Challe'Va Heroes;

League C: CCPO Express-l0, Heroes-9;
Opls-15, 0 zauger1s-13;
Lague 0: LOS-n,
59, BaJlsofts-3.

TKE-1;

World;

e

Thurs. 12th: TKE Diana V8 BaJlsolts;
A·2 WacadOO9va Ballmer's.

acumer'a-

FI::g FoolbcJl RI!IWIII
Softball Standlnga
Mike's Mashers
Gorollmers
Opls
CCPO Express
Ballmer's
LOS Team
Vagls
Plaza's Players
Martyrs
.
Martyrs
o zauger1s
8-3 Chaffee
A-2· Wacadoos
BaJlsofts
A Gang World
Morrison Hall
Foul Players
BSU II
Heroes
TKE Diana

W

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
.1
1
1

L

FOO1bcllStandlnga

•
.
•
.
-

A·1
Germ Spells
Helen Kollers
- Sig Eps

LOS
A-3 •
8-2

•

B-3
BullaJos
PhaQuell
Hacksaws
Kinos Buhls '
BSU II
A-2
.
B-1
TKE

•
1

J

1
1
- 1
- 1
2

League A: Germ Spells-40, Kings
BUhls-O; Slg.Eps-1, BSU 11-0;

W. L T

'2 - -

2 • • .
2 .•
2 - •
1.1
f 1
11.
11• 1 1
,- 11
• 1 1
1 2 • 2
2
2
2 2

Leaguo A: Germ Spells-40, Kings
BUhls-O; Slg Eps-1, BSU 11-0; PHA
QUE 11-0.ssu Hawksaws-O; League B:
Groundhog,14, TKE's-6; Buffalo's.c,
LDS-D; Hellen 1(01lers-16, Northern
L1ghts-2; League C: A-:Hl, A-2-6 (won);
8-3-6, 8-1-0; A-l·1D, 8-2-6.
.
OCt. 10 Schedule:
6:30 games; Sig Phi V8 BSU·Hacksaws·
aSU II vs PHA Quo II; Germ Spells
Aquallc Bison.
'
7:30 Games: Bulfa/o's vs Northern
LIghts; Hellen Kellers vs Groundhogs;
TKE vs l.OS·
..
8:30 Games: j,,-1 vs a-t: .B-3 vs A-2; A-3
vs 8-2.
.

va

·PHONE' 344-80 i0

,.

\

-BUY, SELL Gnd TI\ADE~
New end Used Records qnd Tapes

We.GuaranteeWhat
We Sell
Highest Prices Paid For
Your Records & Tapes

IS I:S
E
In Europe, Africa, the. Mid'East, Asia,· the .Amertcas ...
Morrison-Knudsen
is. ai work, changing. the shape of 'the
future. An. Innovator and leader.in the vital construction er-r
gineerlng, field· for over. 65 years, M·K is the proven profEs·
sional team lor such demanding projects as energy reo
sources development, mining, marine assignments, hospitals,
industrial and commercial structures, pipelines, transportation
and much more.
.
We have a commitment to tomorrow's needs
TODAY .... and
seek forward·thlnklng people to join our team and meet the tre:
mendous challenge 9f the future.
MORRISON-KNUDSEN . we care about Tomorrow· and YOUR
part in it.On·campus
Interviews will be held October 11 &
12. For those whowouldlil(e
to discover our World con·
ta:~t your career placement office today to arrange yo~r ap'
pomlment.

..
.

~.
:

•

. .•.MOR.RISO.~N.·
·K' NUDSENCQMPANY,
Box7808
Boise, Idaho 83729·
Equal Opportunity Employer-

INC.

;

.1105WEST IDAHO BOlSEr IDAHO.
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PROUD Of YOUR CLUB?
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6465 Fairview 377-1-310·
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We have a large selection
of Jerseys T's - Y.est,we
have Greek letters. .
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October 4 ThruOctober 11

Saturday 7
Faculty Lecture Series: Joel Stone, "Middle
East," Nez Perce Rm., SUB,8 pm.
Idaho Art Assoc. Annual Conference and
Workshop, Oct. 4-7. call 345-8~30 for info.
YWCA Workshop:
"Your (Astrological)
Chart and the Natural Chart," 7:30-10:00 pm.
Call 343-3688 for info.
Boise Gallery of Art: 'Shaped tapestry classes
for ages 17 and older, Oct. 4-25,,7-10 pm. Call
343-3688 for info.

Boise Gallery of Art: Adventures in painting
glass, for ages 6-9, Oct. 7-Nov. 18, 10:00
am-Noon. Call 345-8330 for .lnfo.
Boise Gallery of Art: Cooking as Art classes,
for, ages 6-16, Oct. 7-Nov. 11, 2-4 pm. Call
, 345-8330 for info.

Monday 9
Columbus Day - School keeps
Deadline for Homecoming Articles and
Pictures: 4pm; also, deadline for homecoming
queen nominations and distinguished member of administration, faculty or staff nominations.
Annual Faculty Exhibition, Part I: Oct. 9-Nov.
2, Liberal Arts Gallery.

Thursday 5

IgS

Igs
~A
B:
..(),

irn

Boise Gallery of Art Exhibition: "Works ori
Paper," Wayne Thiebaud, Oct. 5- Nov. 5.
"Conference to Gather Artists:" Oct 5-7,
BSU campus. Contact HelenBushnell-Delaney, 384-2119 or 384-2170 for info. Registration lor conference at SUB.
State Board of Education Meeting: U of I,
Moscow, 10.
'
Idaho State Poetry Society membership
meeting, 7:30 prn at Marian Bingham Room
of Boise Public Library. call 375·6783 or
383-2538 for info.

Fridy6

vs

,-3

Boise Gallery of Art: Pottery classes
16 and older. Oct. 10-Nov. 14, 7-10
345-.8330 for info.
Orientation Meeting for National
Exchange (1st semester) 2:30 pm.,

'Saturday,' 7

~~

Boise Gallery of Art: Weaving classes for
ages 10 and blder,·Oct. 6-Nov. 10, 4:30-6:00'
pm. call 345-8330 for info.
, State Board of Education Meeting: U of. I,
Moscow, 10. '
Dr. Albert Ellis' course Nov., 10th registration deadline. call Counseling Center for
info.

for ages
pm. Call
Student
Bannock

i~~~~y:
at Eastern Oregon State
College.
Volleyball: at BSU, against College. of
Southern Idaho, 7 pm.
-

YWCA Workshop:'
How to Get a Better
Job." Call 343-3688 for info.
IdaJ10 Archeological .Society. Sixth Annual
Meeting: 8:30 am-3:30 prn., 'LA 106.
yWCA Workshop:
"Great
Ast.rological.,
Changes of the ~990's and What They Mean
to Me," 1:3(}.5:oo pm, call 343-3688 for info.
YWCA Workshop: "Women Into Management," 9:30 am~:oo pm. Call j43-3688 for
info."
.
Football: BSU vs University of Montana, 7:30 .
. pm", Branco Stadium.
II

n);

VII'

T.uesday 10

W''ed ne" sdovl l

'
,
Yom Kippur'
,
Pop Film: "Dirty Harry," 8 prn., SUB
Ballroom; also, King Tui: Film, 7:15 pm., SUB
Ballroom.'
BSU Theatre Arts Department presents:
. ,"The Boy Friend," Oct. 11-Cct. 14, 8:-15pm.,
Special Events center
'

I

~~~~",~~. ~-[L~S~W~I~~
PrivafeParty Classified Adsl 4 cents Per Word/ 12 ,Noon Monday Deadline.'
ARBITER Office, Owyhee Room, 2nd,' Floor ,SUB
'For More Info '385-1484
FO'R S'flLE:
HELPWflNTE '~~Y~~~~,DE-CIfISSIFtED
~or:~~:r:fHC~lI=~
CONTESTNO:)
PromPt Dsllvery. Box 25907-8,
Miller Snow ,$Ida. 6'3" long,
with bindings $125.00. Men's
ski boots, size 10 with carrier.
$45.00. caJl 342-4304.

1972 Galaxle 500 AC, AT, PS.,
Radial tires. Excellent car.
Phone 375-1844 aller 6:30 pm.

euttm

The 121 Club Is looking for lull
and part time bartenders and
cocktail wallresses. Also need
floor h6lp for concerts. Phone
376-3515 belore 4:00 pm or
336-9613 alter 4:00.

Ponna/lIlnt Opcnll1lJ3 lor persons Interested In earning lrom
$100 to $200 per month working
mornings taking Inventory.
Average 01 72 hours available
monthly. PaId travel In company car to and from avery ,
Inventory. No experience necessary; paid training provided.
II Interll5led COIitact Gretta at

1073 Olda
Supreme
PIS, P/B, AIC, sunrool, new
radials, 18 miles per. gallon.
Ex~lIont condition. $1,900 or
best oller. caJl 467-4009 eves.

CONTACT LENS WEARERS.
Save on brand name hard or
soil lens supplies. Sond lor tree
Illustrated catalog. Contact Ions
Supplies, ,Box 7453, Phoenix,
Arizona 85011;

~ 3n-5300.

Los ~es.
477-8226
STATE

CDJlf. 00025. (213)

BARBeR

CQUEGE

Short on Money?
Long 01; Hair?
Save Money by Getting Your Hair
Cut at State Barber College. With
. Budget Price for Guys & Girls.
Appt.: Available.
2210 Main st.,
Boise,

,
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. Cltculator fOUnd In UbrarY.
Owner may claim by IdentifyIng. Ask at first floor circulation

NOW AVAILABLE IN BOISE
~ BACKGROUND MUSIC SYSTEMS
DISCO SYSTEMS
o INTERCOM SYSTEMS
• OUTDOOR PA SYSTEMS ,
'RENTALS& LEASING AVAILABLE
«I

.'

Disco Systems W/Lites as low as

I

SNOW WHITE AND ,THE 7

DWARFS

····· .. $159.95 mo.
211 No. 8th & Overland
Pam Shopping Center,
ServiOI the north•.est in 5 Slales '

,

Picking up a hlfty. t1~ket to
the Charlie Maguire' contest,
,Randy 'l/I/llson, Shelley t,1oore,
Tess Eryan, Mary Speoce, and
Fme La Rocco each correctly
named all the characters In the
cartoon above before' singing
their way up to the SUB
LookoU! and Magulre'8~cert
..

~~
'.

"

can you name the person who
called the, play by play In the
bedroom scene In the Woody
Allen,Movle, ~?
Do you
want two free tlcketsto
the
upcoming Woody Allen movie,
Interjorv, ,Which begins last
Tuesday night lit the Falrvlew
Cinema? Present yourself,
front and center. to Peggy, the
AltIIler',
efflclent secretary,
A.S.A.P. after 2:00, pm llunday, give her tM meglc namo,
IIIId COllect yOUr reward.
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APPEARING FOR lWO

DAYS ONLY

aneert .

OCT.

18TH AND 19TH

'Cream Recards· RecardinFir-tists

•
"

•

..

TICKETS: $4.00 IN ADVANCE AT THE
NICKELODEON RECORDS AND·TAPe;s,
• " .' BUDGET TAPES· AND' RECORDS, AND THE
.• ~:,,121 CLUB; OR $5.00 ON THE DAY OF THE:'
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MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
FREE POPCORN ,& CHEAP BEER

TUESDAY COLLEGE NIGHT
• NO COVER & FREE DRINK
WITH COllEGE 10

from 7-9

THURSDAY $.10 BEER
8:00 TO 10:00 "IF YOU G'ETIN":

" •
".

WEDNESDAY 2 FOR 1

. ..

•

."
.

3632 CHINDEN BLVD.

.

